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ABSTRACT

Adviser: Professor David A. Wise

The effects of changes in military compensation on the decision to leave the

Air Force are analyzed for a sample of Air Force pilots. Three models of departure

behavior are compared: the Annualized Cost of Leaving (ACOL) model, which is

frequently used by the Department of Defense, a dynamic programming model based

on the work of Daula and Moffitt, an4 the "option value" model developed by Stock

and Wise. The option value model is shown to produce predictions of departure

* patterns that are far more accurate than the ACOL model while being as accurate,

but easier to estimate than, the dynamic programming model.

SAviator COntinuation Pay (ACP) was introduced in 1989 to improve pilot

retention in the Air Force, and was justified in part by retention effects predicted

with ACOL models. The option value model predicts some improvement in pilot

retention with ACP, but less than predicted by the ACOL model. This is closer to

the actual effcc'.

Several variations of the military pension are simulated, and the effects of the

1986 pension change are predicted using the ACOL model and the option value

model. Option value model analysis indicates that far more pilots in the early stages

of their careers will be induced to leave the military because of the pension change

than predicted by the ACOL model. This could have important implications for

future military force management. . ,
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Therefore, we must make ourselves indifferent tn all created things, as fam as we are

allowed free ctoice and axe not under any prohibition.

Consequently, as far as we are concerned, we should not prefer

health to sickness,

riches to poverty,

honor to dishonor,

a long life to a short life.

The same holds for all other things.

Our one desire and choice should bW what is more conducive to the end for which

we are created.

St Ignatius of Loyola

To i-ny parents and sister, who have shown me how to make choices.

i .. ... . . . . .. . ..I.. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .
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INTRODUCTION

From 1940 until 1973, most military manpower was provided, either directly or

indirectly, by conscription [49]. This meant that the Department of Defense (DoD)

seldom found itself competing with civilian labor markets for military personnel. With

the introduction of the All Volunteer Force in 1973, the situation changed markedly, as

the various branches of the armed services found it necessary to advertise themselves as

attractive alternatives to civilian employment. Appeals to patriotism and the promise of

adventure were not always enough to attract people to the military way of life, as

military pay and benefits were perceived to be significantly lower than pay and benefits

in loosely comparable civilian jobs. It was therefore a challenge for the services to meet

"recrui'ment quotas. In the battle to recruit sufficient numbers of soldiers and airmer to

satisfy the defense needs of the country, the size and form of military compensation

became increasingly important.

From Fiscal Year 1983 to 1989, military personnel costs increased from $73

billion to $78 billion in constant 1988 dollars ([20], p.325), and have accounted for

approximately 25% of the Department of Defense budget in each of those years. It is

no wonder that Congress, the Department of Defense, and the individual services are

interested in ensuring that such a large sum of money be spent effectively in recruiting

and retaining personnel.

Two of the most visible areas of concern in military compensation are the military

retirement system and special bonus payments to specific skill groups to prevent their

loss to civilian employment.



As we will me in the first chapter, the military pension is widely perceived to be

excessively generous and extremely expensive. Prior to 1985, when the government

implemented an "accrual accounting" method for mnasuring the costs of pension outlays,

most of Le future obligations of the retirement system were not recognized in the Federal

"Budget, and Leonard [321 estimated that the net unfunded liability in 1983 represented

a "hidden* debt 40 percent as large as the explicit neational debt.

In the 1983 Fifth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (QRMC V), it

was noted that nine commissions in the preceding 35 years had recomm-nded changes

to the system, but none of the changes had been made. This state of affairs is a

reflection of the tension between the general military philosophy that the pension is a tool

for recruitment and force management, and should not be modified without consideration

of the possible effects on military forc, structure, and a common Congressional view that

the pension should be treated more like civilian pensions and require less extravagant

funding.

Bonuses for SoftlC SkUI! Groups

The military has traditionally provided extra pay for a variety of specialties to

compensate for the add risk of exposure- to unusualy hazardous situations, but some

special compensation pa-rkages have been introduced with the intention of inducing

people to remain in the military despite economic pressure to return to civilian life.

2



Military pilots represent one group targeted for special pay. Retention of pilots

is particularly important because of the high cost, in dollars and in time, involved in

training then, - almost $1.7 million dollars and more than 18 months for an Air Force

fighter pilot [18] - and particularly difficult because of the opportunity for lucrative jobs

in civilian airlines. since 1983, airline hires have increased significantly, and increased

losses of military pilots have followed them. With the airliac hiring rates and pilot loss

rates of 1989, the Air Force projected that it would have a shortage of more than 2900

pilots by Fiscal Year 1994. To address this problem, Aviator Continuation Pay (AV.P)

was introduced in 1989, which provided bonuses of up to $12,000 per year to pilots who

agreed to remain in the Air Force through fourteen years of service. Congressional

Budget Office estimates put the cost of the first four years of this program at about $94

million [12].

The Public Policy Problem

The military has an interest in adjusting compensation in ways to recruit the

people it needs and retain the people it wants. T1he Congress has the same interest, but

also the responsibility for authorizin,; changes in compensation and ensuring that changes

are accomplishing the purposes tiat were intended. Whei considering changes in the

pension system, Congress and the mi'tary must balance the potential savings with the

potential effect on force structure. When contemplating a bonus for pilots, it is important

to be able to predict the improvement in retention, and compare the savings in training

costs for replacement pilots to the cost of the bonus.

3



The Department of Defense and the individual services have various computer

models available to them to predict the retention effects of changes in compensation and

required changes in recruitment that would follow, but there are two problems related

to previous studies of the military pension and bonus pays to special skill groups. First,

there has been only one significant change in the calculation of the military pension in

the past 42 years, and it affects only those who joined the military afer August of 1986.

Some military officers who were commissioned after that time have yet to complete their

initial service obligations; since they have not yet had the opportunity to leave the

service, there are no observable changes in retention behavior that could be attributable

to the change in the pension system. It is therefore difficult to confirm the accuracy of

predicted effects of retirement changes.

Second, the introduction of Aviator Continuation Pay was justified with evidence

from pilot surveys, previous experience with different bonus programs, and the same

econometric models that have been used to study the effects of changes in the pension

system. The actual acceptance rate for the bonus was well below what was expected,

and the effect of the bonus on retention rates was minimal. There is therefore reason to

doubt the reliability of the DoD retention models used.

"The importance of having reliable models raises the issue of the tradeoff between

the ability of a mode! to predict behavior accurately and the practical need to be able to

estimate it. A complex model that attempts to capture subtle aspezts of behavior may be

computationally intractable, while simplifications that allow estimation may strip the

model of explanatory power.

4



Dissertation Outline

This dissertation examines the performance of three different models of retention

behavior for a population of Air Force pilots: the Annualized Cost of Leaving (ACOL)

model used by the DoD and the Air Force, a dynamic programming model based on the

work of Daula and Moffitt [15], and the option value model developed by Stock and

Wise [42a]. We will see that the option value model performs much better than the

ACOL model, and as well as the generally more computationally intensive dynamic

programming model.

Chapters One and Two provide background and theory for this study. Chapter

One covers some of the history and motivation for the form of the military pension and

the structure of pilot incentive pay. Mathematical details of the models compared are
explained in Chapter Two.

Estimation of the models and out of sample tests of their predictive capability are

described in Chapters Three and Four. Model parameters are estimated for the departure

behavior of a sample of pilots in the Air Force in 1988, and the ability of the various

models to predict the consequences of the introduction of the pilot bonus in 1989 is

compared.

Chapters Five and Six address some policy implications of the different effects

r'f compensation changes predicted by the option value and ACOL models. Alternative

pilot incentive pay plans are discussed in Chapter Five, and I argue that ACOL based

analysis by the Congressional Budget Office may have overestimated their potential for

improving pilot retention. Chapter Six uses the option value model to analyze the effects

J5



of pension changes that have been proposed in the past dnd the pension change that was

introduced in 1986. The most important conclusion is that the option value model

predicts greater losses of pilots early in their careers than the ACOL model does, and so

it is possible that the savings anticipated by the introduction of the new pension plan

could be offset by the; need to recrmit and train more replacement personnel than

originally anticipated.

6



CHAPTER ONE

MILITARY COMPENSATION

Military compensation has three major components:

1. Pay and allowances

2. Special incentive pays

3. SupplementaZ benefits, the largest one being the retirement pension ([17],

Executive Summary).

Since we are most interested in the retention effects of changes in pilot bonuses

and retirement pay, this chapter covers some history and motivation behind those two

components. However, some understanding of the other forms of military pay will be

useful.

1.1 Pay and Allowances

The problem of adequately compensating service men and women did not

originate with the All Volunteer Force. The goal of the Career Compensation Act of

1949 was to produce a pay system that would be "equitable to military personnel as well

as responsive to the needs of the United States in terms of attracting and retaining the

numbers wand type-s- -of person~nel needed ing periodf ,,owing A31 ([]. p.r 6 )

To that end, :he Act created a four-part structure that has remained unchanged to this

day.



Basi c Ja This pay is received by all military members. The amount is

determined by the individual's rank, years of service and the fiscal year. Basic pay is

taxed as ordinary income.

Basic Allowance for Qua=ers (BAOQ and Variable Housing Allowance DM'IA)

Officers and enlisted personnel who are not furnished housing at government extpense are

allowed an allowance for quarters. The amount of the allowance depends on rank and

whether or not the member has dependents. 1

In the 1970s, military personnel assigned to parts of the country that were

experiencing rapid increases in housing prices found themselves at a distinct financial

disadvantage compared to their compatriots stationed in less expensive areas who were

receiving the same BAQ. Congress recognized that people serving in high-cost areas 'at

the convenience of the government" should not be penalized for it, and authorized the

Variable Housing Allowance (VHA) in 1980 ([5], p.57).

The VHA is paid to any member who is authorized to receive BAQ and assigned

to a designated high housing cost area. Periodic surveys are conducted by the services

to determine the average monthly housing costs for members in a given pay grade, and

the VHA is calculated as the difference between the average monthly housing costs in the

area of residence and 115 percent of the BAQ the individual receives ([5], p.57).2

Neither BAQ nor VHA is taxable.

'Until 1967, some enlisted members received varying amounts of BAQ depending on the
number of dependents they had.

2A cap was put on VHA amounts in FY 1987.

8l



Basic Allowance for Subsisten• (DAS) This non-taxable allowance is supposed

to "defray a portion of the cost of subsistence" of military members ([5], p.41) There

is one rate for officers, one for enlisted. Historically, this allowance was meant to

approximate the cost to the gove-nrnment of feeding personnel, but there is no longer any

* Ieffort to base thc- level of BAS or its adjustments on such a relationship.

Special Incentive Pays There are approximately thirty-eight categories of special

incentive pays in such diverse areas as submarine duty, deceleration subject duty,

parachute duty, and (at least as late as 1983) leprosy duty. Like basic pay, the incentive

pays are taxable.

Because of the tax-free nature of BAQ, VHA, and BAS, the Federal Government

considers a non-cash "Federal Income Tax Advantage" to be part of military

compensation. This is the additional amount of taxable income an individual would have

to receive in a system which taxed the three allowances in order to be as well off as he

or she is under the current tax system. The actual tax advantage that an individual

realizes will depend on a wide variety of factors, such as tax filing status and level of

non-military income, so the tax advantage imputed by the government is based on several

simplifying assumptions ([5], p.69).

The tax advantage has been imnr.nwt because. of two other pay definitions that

art- used when discussing policy issues. Regular Military Compensation (RMC) is

defined to be Basic Pay, BAS, BAQ anid VHA plus the associated tax advantage. Basic

Military Compensation (BMC) is RMC minus the VHA and its tax advantage, and is

9
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what is usually used when policy makers try to discuss something comparable to a

civilian salary.

From 1967 until 1974, the tax advantage was explicitly used in determining

military pay raises in the following way: RMC was equated to civil service salary

schedules, and when civil service salar, levels increased, the kazicay of military

members was increased so that the total RMC increased by a comparable amount. An

example from the Zwick Commission ([49], p.26) will clarify what was going on. In

1967, civil service salary schedules increased by 4.5 %. To achieve a 4.5 % increase in

RMC for comparble military members, basic pay had to be increased by 5.6%. This

had important consequences in other areas, particularly in retired pay, which, as we will

see, depends on a retiree's basic pay alone. Specifically, while military members

received a 4.5% raise in 1967, people who subsequently retired saw a much higher

increase in retirement benefits.

The law was changed in 1974 so that when civil service salaries were raised,

basic pay, BAQ and BAS would be increased by the same percentage - in effect

eliminating the formal link of the tax advantage to policy. Nonetheless, the concept is

still used when Congress and the services attempt to gauge the equity of military

compensation levels, and military financial advisers encourage people to take it into

account when making the decision to leave the service for civilian employment. For the

MoLt U. L9 I,, uwevF,, Sce, VIe members seem to ignore or underestimate the tax advantage

([491, p. 103).

10



1.2 TIe Mlitua Pension

Compared to most civilian pension plans, the military pension is both simple and

generous, The structure of the pension system has remained relatively unchanged since

1916, when an act of Congress (Public Law No. 64-241, 39 Stat. 579) established the

formula that retired pay would equal 2.5 % of monthly pay per year of service up to a

maximum of 75% at 30 years of service ([5], p.235) Most changes since then have dealt

with the nature of cost of living adjustments (COLAs) that are part of the pension, what

type of pay is used for the calculation of the benefit, and when retirement is authorized.

Probably the most complicated aspect of the pension now is the fact that, depending on

when they entered the service, individuals may be covered by one of three different

plans. Table 1.1 describes the differences among them, and which military members are

affected by them. The information is from Air Force Regulation 35-7, Chapter 7.

11
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TABLE 1.1

CHARACTERISTICS OF CoURRENT RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

Dale of .ElaCalculation of Benefit Cost of Living Adjustment

Before 8 Sep 1980 After 20 years of ser- Annual COLA to match
vice, 50% of final basic inflation
pay. Benefit increases
2.5% .for each additional
year served, up to 75%

Between S Sep 1980 After 20 years of ser- Annual COLA to match
and I Aug 1986 vice, 50% of the average inflation

basic pay of the highest

three earnings years.
Benefit increases 2.5%
for each additional year
served, up to 75%.

After 1 Aug 1986 After 20 years of ser- Annual COLA 1 % below
vice, 40% of the average Consumer Price Index
basic pay of the highest (CPI) until age 62.
three earnings years. At age 62, pension is
Benefit increases 3.5% recalculated to be what
for each additional year it would have been
served, up to 75%. if entry was before

8 Sep 1980. After age
62, annual COLA is
again 1% below CPI.

Two of the most notable characteristics of the military pension are that vesting

occurs after twenty years of service and receipt of the pension begins immediately upon

departure from the service. Anyone who voluntarily separates from the service before

serving twenty years for reasons other than disability will not receive any retirement

benefit. Officially, a "full" military career is considered to bt thirty years of service,

and the opportunity to retire after twenty years is a privilege granted at the discretion of

the service, but in practice, requests to retire "early" are granted almost all of the time

12
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r14J. For both officers and enlisted, twenty years of service is the most common time

of retirement. In 1984, 1/3 of those who retired did so after completing 20 years of

service.

Not everyone who would like to remain in the service long enough to earn a

pension that is 75% of basic pay can, because the military's "up or out" promotion

system places limits on the number of years that an individual can serve without a

promotion. For example, in the Air Force, a major is generally first considered for

promotion after 16 years of service. If the individual is not promoted, and also fails to

be selected for promotion the next year, he or she will be involuntarily s-.parated without

receiving retirement benefits (though severance pay will be received). If the major is

within two years of eligibility for retirement at the time of the second failure for

promotion, he or she will be allowed to remain until the twenty year vesting point.

There are provisions in the law which allow selective retention beyond twenty years for

a major, but in no case will the officer be allowed to remain beyond 24 years (which

would provide a pension of 60% of basic pay) ([17], vol 1).

The changes made to the pension for those entering the service a[ýer 1980 were

an effort to reduce the cost cf the system. Departiaent of Defense figures show that for

a typical lieutenant colonel who retired after twenty years in 1988, the present value of

the Air Force pension would be $595,256 under the first plan (the "Final Pay" plan);

13
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$553,223 under the second ("high three" plan) and only $445,000 under the most recent

change.
3

The constancy of the retirement system, and the relatively minor changes that

were made in 1980 and 1986 are surprising in light of the fact that from 1967 to 1983

nine separate commissions and studies recommended more significant changes, and most

of them were ignored. The reasons behind tke lack of change are worth examining,

because they raise the issues of the relative generosity of the pension plan in the United

States and the philosophy behind the structure of military compensation.

The Cost of the Pension and Amments for Change

From 1950 to 1986, the number of non-disability retirees in the United States

increased from 58,752 to 1,179,005 ([21], p. 196), and the cost of providing pensions

for these retirees increased from approximvately $60 million per year to nearly $17 billion

per year in nominal dollars [14]. According to the Congressional Budget Office,

retirement costs nearly quadrupled in Ma terms from 1963 to 1984 [14]. As a final

indication of the increased cost of the system, in Fiscal Year 1967, retirement benefits

accounted for 2% of the defense budget ([49], p. 25). By 1983, (the last year the

Department of Defense (DoD) annual report listed retirement pay as a separate line

i em), bencfits were 8% of the defense budget ([20], p, 325). At that time, the

3As reported in the Air Force Times, 1 Aug 1988. The annual pensions would be

approximately $22,152; $21,228; and $16,980 respectively.
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President's PrivaL Sector Survey on Cost Control (the Grace Commission) stated that

retirement pay for military personnel was rapidly becoming unaffordable ([24], volume

on the Office of the Secretary of Defense).

While concerns about the cost of the pension syltem have been raised in many

studies, cost is not the only reason that some have argued for changes. The 1978 Report

of the President's Commission on Military Compensation (the Zwick Commission) called

the system inequitable, inflexible to the point of inhibiting effective force management,

and inefficient because it has little influence on the decisions of prospective recruits when

making their decision to join the military ([49], p 27).

One reason the sy3tem can be considered inequitable is that, as mentioned earlier,

not everyone who serves in the military will receive a pension, because some who are

not promoted rapidly enough will be forced to leave before they arc vested at twenty

years of service. In addition, many who are vested and would like to remain in the

service long enough to receive the maximum pension will not be allowed to stay because

they reach the tenure limit for their rank without receiving a promotion. The effect of

these practices, as well as the fact that many people leave the military by choice before

vesting, is that only about 12% of those recruited for active duty remain in the service

long enough to become eligible for retirement pay [14]. In addition, fewer than 4 % of

the enlisted force serves for more than 20 years; the comparable figure for officers is
11%. ,Thu., the l ....... -f f .- ..... -rfm ---fm 1 .. a..,, #- ,fl.. .. .f t

* '~~~~ %' £ I, & & b O I L . W JA U J% I. .I O..jia..8I I J . 4 k AW Y AU ~ U, V C I. I,,L L &W W.J AA &1 W A

portion of people who have ever served in the military.
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Another reason that the system can be considered inequitable is its generosity

compared to military retirement systems in other countries and to civilian pension plans

in the Unitz States. Table 1.2 was put together by the General Accounting Office in

1983 to compare the military pension plan to two other federal plans and to the military

plans of several other western countries ([141, p. 25). Table 1.3 shows a more recent

comparison of military pensions and the civilian plans of medium and large American

companies with defined benefit plans.4

4Defined benefit pension plans specify the benefits an individual will receive upon
retirement. With defined contribation plans, an amount equivalent to a certain
percentage of an individual's salary is put into a pension fund. Once vestei, the amount
the individual has in the futd depends on the amount that was contributed. Retirement
benefits are based on the assets the individual has accumulated in the fund.
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TABLE 1.2LIFETIME REFIREMENT EARNINGS

UNDER VARIOUS RETIREMENT PLANS

20-Year Retiree 30-Year Retir
Enlisted Officer Enlisted Officer

US Military 329 701 481 973

Federal Air

Traffic Controller 302 688 434 386

Foreiga Plans

Australia 325 645 442 858

Canada 283 560 413 816

France 264 303 385 778

Israd 264 560 413 816

United Kingdom 897 280 827

W. Germany 255 500 432 807

* 20-year retirement not allowed

Estimates are in thousands of 1983 dollars.

Though there is wide variation in the provisions of civilian pension plans, it is

important to note that in addition to the differences in value of the plans in tables 1.2 and

1.3, the military retiree can start to recei 'e beiefits as early as age 37 (for a person who
enlisted at age 17 and served 20 years). The average age at retirement is about 42 for

enlisted and 46 for officers [14]. Most civilian plans do not allow retirement at such a
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young age (age 55 is often considered 'early* retirement, and benefits are rarely received

if an employee leaves a firm at an earlier age).

TABLE 13

COMPARISON OF CIVILIAN PENSION BENEFITS
AND COMPARABLE MILITARY BENEFITS

ANNUAL AVERAGE COMPARABLE
SALARY CIVILIAN PENSION MILITARY PENSION

$25,000
after 20 years $4,725/year $9,126/year'

$25,000
after 30 years $6,900/year $17,493/year 2

$40,000
after 20 years $7,680/year $15,555/year2

$40,000
after 30 years $1 1,000/yeu $23,333/year 4

'Based on E-6 (Air Force Technical Sergeant) BMC of $25,430
2Based on W-1 (warrant officer) BMC of $26,379
3Based on E-9 (Air Force Chief Master Sergeant) BMC of $39,769
*Based on E-9 BMC of $39,769

Even the Civil Service system, which is also considered to be quite generous (and has

been subject to the same types of criticism as the military pension (see [31]), requires

that an individual have 30 yearw of service in order to retire at age 55 with full benefits.

Ur~til Fisn- Year 1985, budgeting for m ,itay retirement was on a "pay-.-you-

go' basis. Annual appropriations took into account payments to retirees and their

survivors, but did not show the liability that the government had for future retirement

payments for people who had not yet retired [111. Leonard [32] estimated ti it this

"hidden' cost amounted to almost $525 billion!
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To provide a better indication of the cost of current and future liabilities of the

retirement system, the government adopted an accrual accounting method beginning with

the 1985 defense budget. This means that funds are set aside in current budgets to

provide for the retirement annuities that will eventually be paid to service members.

Specifically, the accrual charge is the "amount that must be set aside each year so that

the discounted present value of the charges over the entire career of a group of military

employees is equal to the discounted present value of retirement benefits that must be

paid to those who remain in the service long enough to retire." [11].

An example from a 1983 Congressional Budget Office report shows the

importance of this change in accounting: in 1983, the Administration proposed to add

180,000 people to the military over the next five years. Without accrual accounting, the

added pension obligation for these individuals would not be evident until they started

retiring in the year 2003. With accrual accounting, retirement costs in the 1983 budget

would have gone up by about $1.2 billion - a 7% increase - making clear the

government's future obligation.

Accrual accounting is nmore than a tool to accurately measure the budget effects

of changes in manpower or in the pension syste.n; it also provides another method of

comparing costs of the military pension plan to the costs of other plans. The accrual

charge used by the Department of Defense is about 35 % of BMC (51 % of basic pay).

If the contributions of the government to a military member's Social Security benefits are

taken into account, the figure rises to about 41% of BMC. In contrast, the civil service
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pension has an accrual cost of approximately 30% of salary, and estimates of the costs

of 'good' private sector plans are about 12% [14].

By many measures, then, the military pension is very generous. Personnel can

retire when quite young with an immediate pension that is largely protected from the

effects of inflation. The average retiree receives the pension for 35 years - longer than

almost anyone is. even aflpxw to serve [14]. It is certainly more generous in present

value U rms than civilian pension plans, and more generous than most other federal a,

state plans. It is also very expensive, both in terms of annual expenditures for current

retirees and m terms of the accrual charges accounting for future retirees. Some have

"expressed doubt that the military pension system can be called a retirement plan at all -

the Grace Commission stated that any retirement plan should have the purpose of

providing security in old age, but the military pension plan was effectively a form of

salary continuation.

With the generosity, expense, and perceived inequities of the military pension

system, it may be surprising that the changes to it have been so limited. The reason for

this is the military view that the pension s 'rves purposes beyond those of civilian pension

programs.

A Military Philosophvy Response

The Fifth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (QRMC V) lists six

basic principles behind military compensation in general. Compensation should

1. be an ihitegral part of overall force management
2. achieve economic and military efficienc;
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3. achieve equity
4. be effective in peace and war
5. be flexible enough to adjust to supply and demand
6. provide sufficient motivation for a 'full" career.

As a part of the compensation system, the retirement plan must be:

a. structured to meet defense requirements. As such, it is 'inextricably linked*
to both the force management system and the other components of the compensation
system.

b, supportive of service force management requirements. In particular, it must
be structured as an incentive to each member to serve the maximum length career
consistent with, and permissible by, service requirements

c. integrated into the Uniformed Services compensation system and structured to
meet an income replacement function as well as an income maintenance function. ([17],
vol 1, p. IV-2)

The tone of some of these principles indicates that as far as the military is

concerned, the retirement plan is far more than a method of ensuring financial security

in old age. Indeed, since under the Defense Officer Personnel Management Act of 1980

retirees are technically subject to recall to active duty at any time ([5], p.246), one could

almost say that they are still, in a loose sense, on duty. The Supreme Court has

effectively said as much: in its 1981 McCarty ruling, it stated that the pension was

current earned pay at reduced rates for reduced services [35].

Several arguments are used to justify retaining the basic structure of the military

retirement system. One of many "defense requirements* is for a "youthful and vigorous"

force. With enlisted personnel entering the service at about 19 and officers at about 22,

the vesting of the pension at 20 years encourages people to leave the service at the

relatively young ages of 39 and 42, leaving behind younger members who now have the
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incentive to stay because of the possibility of promotion into the positions of those who

retire ([14], p.13).

The QRMC V report also concludes that the retirement system meets the goal of

encouraging members to serve the "maximum career consistent with service needsm. It

found that the military pension ias a significant effect on retention for personnel between

8 and 12 years of service. Approximately 1/3 of the enlisted who reach the fifth year

of service will serve through 20 years and receive retirement pay, and 2/3 of the officers

([17], Executive Summary, p.IV-29). Very few of either segment depart voluntarily after

twelve years of service.

The QRMC V report argues that both officers and enlisted who leave the service

go through a transition period of seven to nine years during which their salaries are

significantly lower than their civilian peers. Since these retirees have been subjected to

screening as they rose through the ranks during their military careers, the QRMC

emphasizes that the retirees are clearly not average, and so the income loss upon

retirement is even more of a burden. Making up for this difference should, it concludes,

be a consideration in setting military compensation and the retirement pension.

Other studies have come up with conflicting estimates of the magnitude of the

post-retirement earnings differential, and it is difficult to establish whether the difference

is due to difficulty in becoming established in civilian positions or the result of voluntary

acceptance of lower paying jobs because of the existence of the military pension. The

post-retirement decrease in earnings argument for retaining the current retirement system

may therefore be difficult to justify.
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In discussing costs of the military retirement systems, supporters of the current

system also emphasize the special nature of the military and the unusual demands placed

on service members because of family separations, loss of individual freedom, and lack

of control over living and working conditions. In testimony before the Zwick

commission, the Secretary of the Air Force said:

"Implicit in this concept of military service must be long-term security and a
system of institutional supports for the serviceman and his family which are beyond the
level of compensation commonly offered in the private, industrial sector'. ([49], p. 176)

The pension is part of the compensation "beyond" civilian levels. Lieutenant

General Benjamin 0. Davis, responding to the recommendations of the Zwick

Commission, notes that the special natu of military demands require that cost

comparisons of retirement pay be made not with civilian pension plans, but with

parainlitary organizations such as police departments, which also require a young and

vigorous force and, in general, have quite generous retirement benefits ([49], p. 128).

Defenders of the current structure also claim that the rising costs of the retirement

system are a function of changes in force management policies since WXVII, the increased

size of the uniformed services, and rising costs due to inflation. General David C.

Jones, former Chief of Staff of the Air Force, called criticism of the cost of the system

"the myth of spiraling retirement costs', and blamed increases on changes in the retiree

pop~lation, rather han excessive genemoity nfthe system. Lamer rilitary forces during

WWLT, the Korean Conflict, and Vietnam meant that there would be "bulges" in

retirement later on. Changing the pension system to lower costs would be unfair,

"victimizing" retirees because the government was unwilling to bear the costs of previous
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The problem of detemining force profiles and structuring compensation to

support them is a more immediate problem in the case of the military pilot population,

since shortages of pilots are already being experienced.

1.3 Incentive Pa, for Pilots

The first authorization for extra pay to aviators was the Army Appropriation Act

of March 2, 1913, which provided an increase of 35% in pay and allowances for Army

officers flying heavier-than-air craft ([51, p. 93.). According to Bartholomew, the pay

was strictly to compensate pilots for the extremely hazardous duty they were undertaking.

The Career Compensation Act of 1949 initiated a change in philosophy for the special

pay, saying

"...the incentive to engage and remain in hazardous occupations provided a more
realistic and practical basis for determining the rates of special pay than the theory of
recompense for shorter career expectancy. The recompense or replacement concept,
although promoted for many years as the sole argument for hazard pay, was found
wanting for several reasons'
([5], p. 94 )

In other words, instead of trying to make their shorter lives happier because of higher

pay, the government should pay pilots enough to make them prefer employment in the

military to employment in civilian positions. The incentive pay structure adopted by the

Cae Compensation Act provided extra pay that depended only on the rank of the

member who was flying.

By 1955, the services were having difficulty recruiting pilots and retaining

younger pilots who had compi ted their service obligation, and the incentive pay system

was changed so that flight pay depended not only on grade, but on years of service. As
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"was the case with the pay established in earlier acts, this flight pay was received only

when the member was engaged in flying operations. As time passed, 'excusal" policies

were established which allowed receipt of flight pay even when the pilot was in a non-

flying job.

Another change in philosophy occurred in 1974, when Congress decided that

flight pay should be more than compensation for actual flying duties. Instead, because

of the large investment made by the military in the training of its pilots, extra pay should

be structured so that a pilot has tie incentive to remain i- the service for a full cae.

The Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP) Act was an effort to do this. It had five basic

provisions ([5], p.88):

1. Officers engaged in 'frequent and regular performance of operational or
proficiency flying duty" were entitled to continuous aviation career incentive pay
regardless of whether or not they were actively flying at the time

2. ACIP rates were based on length of time served as a pilot, instead of on grade
and length of time in the service (though after 18 total years of service there is an
adjustment)

3. The highest ACIP rates were set for the years just after the end of a pilot's
initial obligation, when many are tempted to leave.

4. ACIP was gradually phased out for senior officers

5. Flying time requirements ("gates") were established that determined how long
ACIP would be received.

Table 1.4 shows the 1990 rates of incentive pay.
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TABLE 1.4

AVIATION CAREER INCENTIVE PAY RATES

"Years of Aviation Servicer MonthlyRate

2 or less 125
more than 2 156
more than 3 188
more than 4 206
more than 6 650

more than 18 585

more than 20 495
more than 22 385
more than 252 250

]Includes time in flight training
2For 0-6 (Colonel) and below

Problems of Pilot Retention

As the 1980's drew to a close, it became apparent that ACIP was no longer

sufficient to retain enough pilots to meet projected defense needs. According to the

January 17, 1989 Report of the Secretary of Defense, the armed forces were losing one

experienced fighter pilot per day in 1988, and this represented a cost of more than $2.5

million dollars to the government ([19], p.103). The DoD Annual Report for 1989

echoes the concern that high pilot losses jeopardized combat readiness of the armed

forces ([20], p. 125). Assuming the low 199 retention rates continued from 1991 to

1994, the Air Force predicted that "shortfalls' of pilots in the 1 to 14 years of service

groups would rise from 895 in Fiscal Year 1989 to over 2100 in 1994 ([18], p. 6-24).

Figure 1.1 illustrates the anticipated shortages by years of service-
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Figure 1.1 FY 94 Objectives and Inventory
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The major reason for the loss of pilots is increased hiring by commercial airlines.

A surge of pilot hiring in the 1960s, which translated into a large retirement rate of

commercial pilots in the 90s, has led to another surge of hiring. According to the

Department of Defense, 37% of the commercial jet pilot force (approximately 43,000)

will need to be replaced in the 1990s ([18], p.2-5). Figure 1.2 shows projected hiring

demand for large turbojet aircraft in the next ten years. It shows that &lU of the pilots

produced by the military (excluding helicopter pilots) could be absorbed by the

commercial airline industry. Despite turmoil in the airline industry because of the

Persian Gulf crisis in 1990, many major airlines continued the aggressive hiring practices

that contributed to the fact that, for the third year in a row, Air Force pilot losses

exceeded production by more than 800.

The desire of military pilots to leave the service to fly for commercial airlines is

understandable when potential earnings are considered. In Table 1.5, salaries for five

major airlines ($1 billion or more in annual revenue), average "national" airlines ($100

million to $1 billion in annual revenue, and average jet regional airlines ($100 million

or less in annual revenue) are compared to three examples of military compensation.
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TABLE 1.5

COMPARISON OF AIRLUNE AND AIR FORCE INCOMS.

Airline or Categorv S Iw..XYa Maximum iCaptain•

Delta $31,000 $86,000 $167,000
Northwest 58,000 123,000 162,000
American 44,000 88,000 154,000
Federal Express 48,000 126,000 161,000
United 28,000 82,000 162,000

National Airlines 32,000 68,000 80,000
Jet Regionals 28,000 50,000 57,000

Capt, 8 yrs of service2: 45,420
Major, 15 yrs of service3: 53,376
Lt Col, 20 yrs of service4: 61,356

'With 1988 hiring rates, most pilots can expect to make captain within 5-10 years. Ten year
rates in the table for Northwest and Federal Expkess are for captain's salaries; for other airlines
they are first officer salaries.

2Married captain, pilot
3Married major, pilot
4Married Lt Colonel, pilot

NOTE: The military salaries are calculated with the 1989 pay table. VHA and tax advantage
not included.
SOURCE: DoD Aviator Retention Study, pp2-11 and 2-12

Except in the case of the jet iegional carriers, there is a clear, and large difference

in potential earnings in favor of the airlines after the initial two year transition is

comiIplete,. ii should also bc noted, though, that if an Air Force pilot leaves the service

after completing an initial active duty service obligation (ADSO) of six years incurred
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upon completing fight traininhe rhe e win be about 29 yean old, and wi1 be

emning the are 10 year airline salaries by &ge 39, and possibly earfier. A major at 15

yema of service is about 37, and a LT Col refiring after 20 yeats about 42.

The decision to leave the military to seek an airline job is not always dhat easy,

however. Even with die beg paying arlines, military pilots will take a pay cut for the

first few years (which cmin be compounded by the loss of certain money-saving privileges,

such as lower price at miliNay commisaris), and it can take approximately Aiwv years

until the airline s.lary makes up for the military compensation left behind ([I8], p. 2-

,• 13).7

01, Accoidin%, U, the De•atment of Dtfenan Aviatar Retention Stady,

"When faced wiýh the choice between an 'average private sector job and a
military flyiag career, the nW-I y caree competes favorably with its challenging jobs,

t-curity, job sadsfaction, and opportunities for tavel, advanced education, and service
to country. The evidence is overwhelming, however, that lucrative airline piiot cwwcrs,
when mr ly ava tble, aue yrefen ai nd account for the majority of Wiitary pilot
separations." ([181, p. 2-8)

6MA~ctive Duty Scrvicc Obliafior for piloLt "dng has beei. increased three V.ne

•07 o- IM 0,arý

ah"-the Jq It. was jaised frt. it to A y-1z- un mAn13
yuars in 1983. PilHt asle to leave tle &vice in 1988 would It. unde; the 6 year
ob~igaticr.

7This is partly beAmu.m of the cxisterce of a so-calied 'tvc&--icrWd pty system in
uonie aiOnz tha can rt. ult in pilots with the samen levelJs f cxpenence receiving

dilfe-ent wvlaries becmus• of Che time they were hL-iA. Some airlines ha',e eliminated this
stru..,rc, and according to the DZD %ldy, mie experts d not expwt it to suvive.
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Proposed Solutiom to the Pilot Retention Problem

In 1981, in response to pilot shortages in various aviation specialtzs, the Congress

authorized Aviation Officer Continuation Pay (AOC "), which allowed annual bonuses

of as much as $6,000 per year to pilots with between 6 and 12 years of service ([12],

p.2). Only the Department of the Navy participated in the program, and it was

terminated in 1982 because Congress felt that the bonus was an inappropriate method of

dealing with the problem of pilot shortages ([5], p.90).

With continuing Navy pilot shortages, and increasing losses of Air Force pilots,

Congress authorized a new bonus program in 1988 called Aviator Continuation Pay

(ACP). In the Air Force, this program provides bonuses that depend on the years of

service of the pilot, and require that the pilot agree to serve for a total of 14 years in

order to receive the money. For example, a pilot with 6 years of service can receive an

annual bonus of 12,000 by agreeing to remain in the service until completing 14 years

of service; the bonus will not be received without incurring the oblgation. The size of

the bonus decreases with seniority, until a pilot who has completed 12 years of service

will be offered $6,500 per year to remain through 14 years of service [8]. In 1989, the

cost of this program from Fiscal Year 1990 through Fiscal Year 1994 was anticipated to

be approximately $94 million.

Since the authorization of ACP, the Congressional Budget Office has studied at

least five modifications of the bonus to address the anticipated Air Force pilot shortages

through 1994. Th- cost of these plans ranges from $179 million to $492 million for the

five year period 1990-1994.
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1.4 Predicting the Effects of Chanes In Comensatlon

I have noted that the Fifth Quadrennial Review of Mihtary Compensation was

highly critical of previous studies of changes in military compensation that did not

consider the effects changes would have on force structure. The Review's plan of attack

was first to "calibrate' DoD computer models to current retention rates, then to project

new force profiles in response to changes in compensation policy using the Annualized

Cost of Leaving Model discussed in the next chapter. From the new retention rates,

recruitment and promotion policies were calculated that would be needed to sustain the

force profiles, and a "life-cycle" cost of the whole system was determined ([17], vol I

p. iv-lO). The new force structure was compared to what was desired by the services,

and in this way costs of changes and effects on the force were evaluated.

The first step in this process - predicting the effects changes in compensation will

have on retention - is an extremely important one. The Quadrennial Review expressed

"*a high level of confidence in the ability of these models to correctly project the nature

of the changes", but quaified that statement with, "however, the absolute values were

and should be used with caution."

"Unfortunately, when it comes to the effects of changes in the retirement system,

it is impossible to test the validity of model predictions against obseived changes in

behavior, because none of the people affected by the changes made in 1980 or 1986 are

near retirement yet. Those affected by the most radical adjustments to the system are,

at least in the case of pilots, not even finished with their initial service obligations.
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When considering compensation changes for pilots, predicting the retention effects

of the changes is also important. While it is difficult to say what was used w the final

basis for the decision to introduce ACP, there were at least four sources of information

about predicted effects of the bonus available:

1. The observed effects of the AOCP on the Navy pilot population

2. A survey conducted by the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) in

September, 1988 with a sample of 3,648 Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps pilots. A

bonus (if set high enough) was the incentive to remain in the service ranked highest by

the survey participants, and since another survey question set the maximum bonus at

$12,000, the Department of Defense assumed that was the minimum required to improve

retention ([18], p. 9-10).

3. A Computer Automated TelephL ie Interview (CATI) of 1600 Air Force pilots

with 6-11 years of service conducted by the Air Force Military Personnel Center Surveys

Branch in January 1988. The bonus options offered in this survey were slightly different

than what were actually approved by Co. gress, but the CATI result was that ,l6% of

those eligible would take the bonus [43].

4. Pentagon Air Staff econc,!ietric models (such as ACOL) that showed the costs

of ACP outweighed by the savings in replacement costs for pilots because of improved

retention.

Again unfortunately, it does not appear that the methods used by the Department

of Defense worked VLfy well in this case. The actual effect of the bonus plan was
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essentially nothing; in fact, retention rates for some pilot cohorts decreased [$]. In a

follow-up survey of those who participated in the CATI, only 62% actually accepted the

bonus. For those pilots with seven or eight years of service (a total of 398 in the

sample), 80% had said they would take a bonus, but only 44% did.

This is not to say that the money spent on the bonus program was wasted.

Because acceptance of the bonus carries with it a commitment to remain in the s-rvice

through fourteen years, the kir Force has a better idea of what future replacement needs

v ill be. Nonetheless, the effect of the bonus plan was much different than anticipated,

and the decision to implement the bonus might have been different if models had

predicted the effect more accurately.

Both the military pension system and bonus payments for pilots are expensive

components of the military budget, but both are important in maintaining the force

structure and readiness desired by the Department of Defense. The disappointing

performance of the methods used to predict the behavior of pilots under the Aviation

Continuation Pay bonus gives some cause to doubt their reliability in studying the effects

of other changes in compensation - especially changes in the retirement pension.

To begin the search for a better predictor of the effects of compensation changes,

the next chapter describes the mathematical details of alternative models of departure

behavior.
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CHAFITER TWO

MODELING DEPARTURE BEHAVIOR

2.1 Background

There have been at least two sources of motivation for the development of

econometric models of job exit behavior. In the civilian sector, there has been a

significant decline in the labor market participation of older workers for the past twenty

years [47]. During the same period, private pension coverage has increased markedly,

and social security benefits have risen- The study of any relationships between the two

trends is of interest to economists attempting to explain the incentives that pension plans

may provide in encouraging workers to change jobs or stop working, and is also

important to firms who may be trying to induce certain employee behavior by changing

the structure of their pension plans.

In the military sector, theie is a slightly different problem. As Daula and Moffitt

[15] point out, the armed forces must maintain adequate numbers of trained and

experienced personnel without the possibility of lateral job entry. The absence of this

remedy for loss of personnel means that shortfalls in any cohort are difficult to eliminate.

To devise appropriate incentives to retain personnel, policy makers must be sensitive to

the incentive effects of any proposed policy instruments, such as bonuses targeted for

specific skill groups. "Policy makers cannot afford to rely on market feedback to iterate

to an effective policy" say Daula and Moffitt [15], because, for example, a shortage of



thirty-two year old military pilots with ten years of service cannot be eliminated by hiring

such pilots from another military.

Both problems are important enough to have encouraged extensive research.

Since 1983, The National Bureau of Economic Research has sponsored studies of te

labor market aspects of pension plans as part of its study of the economics of aging. The

military, through research at the Rand Corporation, the Center for Naval Analyses, and

* !the Pentagon has been refining models for the behavior of officers and enlisted personnel

since 1975. Indeed, Baldwin [4a] states that the economics of military manpower

emerged as a branch of defense economics with the end of the draft.

Empirical and theoretical studies have shown that changes in compei.ation are

often used by employers to effect adjustments in the workforce, and that employees have

a general feel for the impact such changes will have on them. Zeckhauser and Nalebuff

[37] claim that a major goal of pension plans is to induce people to retire, and the

* challenge for an employer is to design pensions that blend the competing objectives of

attracting, sorting, motivating, and retaining workers with the need to encourage

* reasonable retirement choices. Bernheim [46) concluded that data in the Social Security

Administration's Retirement History Survey showed that consumers correctly anticipated

the general effects of changes in social security legislation in the 1979s. Viscusi [44]

describes how, in the presence of uncertainty, pensions can be important in reducing the

turnover of employees that are attracted to a firm. The military has frequently used

spxial bonuses to encourage people to remain in the military, and one of the arguments
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against changes in the military pension is that it will lose its effect as an inducement to

complete a twenty-year career.

Among the concerns of researchers studying the known and potential effects of

changes in compensation, two are most important for the purposes of this dissertation.

First, there is the form that the eco ýometric model of behavior should have. Choices

here can range fiom simple linear regressions with some measure of departure behavior

as the dependent variable to very complicated dynamic programming schemes that tax

the computational capacity of modern supercomputers. Part of this specification is the

structure of any error terms that will bc bitroduced in the model. Some sort of balance

must be struck between the :ften conflicting needs of capturing "real" effects and

retaining computational tractability.

A second concern is the availability.of accurate data. One of the hindrances to

early research in the effects of pension plans on the retirement decision was the difficulty

of matching individuals with specific pension plan provisions.

Model Forms

Hausmann and Wise [25] have experimented with a "failure rate" or hazard model

specification that is used in biomedical esearch hi an effort to capture the qualitative

chofict frhmwnewrk (a_ .;.rcn -mh. e 0% ALw ,'-#X well as I ti~u me

nature of the problem. The empirical focus of their research with this model was the

effect of health and social security payments on the retirement decision. Because they

were dissatisfied with the lack of a natural utilty maximization interpretation of the
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hazard model, they attempted another model that specifies disturbances as following a

continuous time Brownian motion) Estimation of the latter model was unsatisfactory.

Berkovic and Stern [6] and Rust [41] have both devised dynamic programming

approaches to the problem, in both cases assuming that individuals have the objective of

maximizing expected discounted utility over their remaining lifetimes when they make

the decision to retire. Rust models retirement behavior as a "discrete control process" -

a discrete time Markovian decision problem where the control variable is restricted to

a finite set of alternatives. His formulation involves an error structure that requires

integration over several dimensions in order to evaluate the value function for a decision,

and "even with a very coarse. grid approximation to the true continuous distribution [of

the error term], the dimensionality of the resulting discrete approximation will generally

be too large to be computationally tractable." Rust proposes a technique to make this

problem easier, but the model is still difficult to implement.2

The Berkovic-Stern model is similar to the Daula-Moffitt model that will be

discussed below, in which assumptions about the error structure make calculation of the

value function much easier. What distinguished the work of Berkovic and Stem was the

'Stock and Wise have shown in the appendix of [42,b] that under very restrictive conditions,
the hazard model does have a utility maximization interpretation.

'n a preliminary draft of newer work, "US Social Security Policy: A Dynamic Analysis of
Incentives and Self-Selection", Phelan ard Rust have adapted the model to address the effects
of changes in Social Security amendments in 1983. Simplified examples in the paper involving
1803 individuals required 2.) CPU minutes on a Sun IPC. Tbey expect more realistic models
to take about three hours on a CRAY Y-MP supercomputer.
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inclusion of unobserved individual effects in the error structure, the use of continuous

wage data in addition to discrete events (such as health status) and the method of

simulated moments in the estimation technique.

Baldwin [4b] notes that most Department of Defense studies of retention behavior

before the 1980s used aggregate time series or cross-sectional data. Army analysts

shifted attention to models of individual behavior in the late 1970s, perhaps showing that

military personnel were less homogeneous in their behavior. Baldwin and Daula [4a] list

several estimation methods that have been used by the military. Enns [22] used least

squares with the logarithm of the reenlistment rate as the dependent variable. Logit

(especially the ACOL model discussed below), probit, and multinomial logit models have

been the most popular approaches in other military studies. Gotz and McCall [23] and

Daula and Moffitt have both developed dynamic programming models for military

populations.

One problem of modeling retirement behavior that Lazear pointed out [301 is the

use by many researchers of the value of a pension conditional upon retirement at a

certain date. This, he says, is not the appropriate independent variable to use when

trying to estimate the effect of pensions on retirement behavior, since its behavior is

usually more discontinuous than the behavior it predicts. Instead, he recommended the

use of what he cWalled the option value of continued work - essentially the difference in

value between retiring now and working until sometime in the future before retiring. This

idea was part of the motivation for the Stock-Wise model that is the focus of this
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research. Military models, unusually ahead of their civilian counterparts, generally use

an option value type approach.

In addition to the already mentioned difficulty of matching individuals with

specific pension plans, other problems facing researchers in retirement include no

kmowledge of sources of wealth outside income from work or pension, complications of

the structure of social security benefits, and lack of information about behavior of an

individual after leaving one finn (that is, did the individual actually retire or did he move

on to new employment or to par-time employment). One of the important advantages

of Stock and Wise in their work with the option val.,e model is access to detailed

information about pension plan participation and individual characteristics in a Fortune

500 firm.

Those who were involved in the development of models for retention behavior hi

the military had the same advantage Stock and Wise did. The pension plan available to

military retirees is simple and •he same for all members of the military who entered at

the same time. Military pay is easy to determine, and so is eligibility for any bonus

payments targeted to specific skill groups. In general, it is safe to assume that because

of the rclative youth of military personnel who retire, a new job is sought after leaving

the service. Thus, some of the data problems in studying the incentive effects of

alternative forms of compensation in the military are less difficult than for civilian firms -
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although the prediction of potential civilian earnings after leaving the military does pose

a problem.

This has been a brief overview of some of the issues related to the development

of models of retirement behavior for civilians and the retention behavior of military

personnel. This work compares the predictive power of three specific models, and the

,nex sections will discuss them in detail. The option value section is based on Stock and

Wise [421. The discussion of the ACOL model is based on Warner [45], Argiiden [2],

and Gotz and McCall [23]. Tbe dynamic programming section draws from Daula and

Moffitt [15], Lamsdaine, Stock and Wise [33], and Gotz and McCall [23].

2.2 The Option Value Model

In any given year s, an Air Force pilot may expect to earn Y. dollars in the Air

Force and, if lie or she leaves the military, a salary C. in a new civilian job plus any

retirement benefits B, that have been earned as a result of military service. If we say that

the individual indirectly derives utility Uu(s) from military income in year s and utility

Uc(s) from civilian employment plus military pension benefits, we can develop an

expression for the utility of working until different times in the future. Suppose that no

one lives beý ond year T, that individuals discount future earnings by a factor 0, and that

T IS U10 .ErSt yer% inwhich Civuihn earnings and/or retirement benefits are received. For

an individual in year t considering being out of the Air Force in year r, the value of that

decision is
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r-1 r'1
V,(r) -F f-'UM(S)÷F P-+ ,S) (2.1)

" arm

that is, the discounted sum of the utility of working in the Air Force from now until

year r-1 plus the discounted sum of the utility of working elsewhere and receiving

pension benefits (if any) from year r until death.

Similarly, the value of leaving the Air Force now, in year t, is
T

SO - S 'uC(s) . (2.2)
iA-E

The expected gain in utility from delaying departure until year r is given by

G,(r) -gv,(r) -EyV,(r •(2.3)

It will be to the person's advantage to delay the decision to leave the military until

year r if the expected gain Ji utility is greater than zero. We will assume that an

individual will leave the Air Force if, when considering all future departure dates, the

maximum gain possible is less than or equal to zero, that is, if.

G1(r*) < = 0 , where r* is the potential departure year with the maximum gain.

Scdification of the Utility FungtionIJIAssume that an individual's utility has a constant relative risk aversion form:

UM(s)-, Y,"+C, (2.4)
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Uc~s) .(c,(r) +kB,(r)), f, (2.5)

The potential civilian income, C(r), may, and the retirement benefits, B.(r), will, depend

on the year r that the individual is first in a civilian position, and so they are shown as

functions of the departure year. Additionally, the coefficient k is introduced to account

for the possibility that a person may value military pension earnings differently than

earnings that require labor. The error terms are meant to capture unobserved

detenrinants of departure. For example, they could reflect individual preferences for

work versus leisure. They could also account for differing tastes for military life,

variable tax filing status that will change the effect of non-taxable portions of military

income, differing assessments of potential for military advancement, and variable

unobserved wealth. For a given individual in the military, probably more so than for

people in civilian jobs, there should be considerable persistence in these random effects

over time, and so the error terms are assumed to follow a first order Markov process:

, -, E_(e)0, (2.6)

•,-' _1+e, Eo.1(e,).O. (2.7)

At time t, the individual knows both c and •, but not the values that evolve. over time.

With these specifications, the expected gain from postponing departure until year r can

be written
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C.(r) ufE(Y.'+,w). i3"Eý(C,(r).B()v, 28
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Under the Markov assumpti )n for the individual specific errors, the expectation at time

t can be writen

a.znd so the fui-tion 0 takes the form

•,,( ) .• ' " , s l ~ p ' ( • , - ,) K ,( ) ,,(2 .13 )

where

-!-

K"(r,-, ,' ad (2.14)

Tk'- term K,(r) "cumulates the deflators that yield the present value in year t of the future

expected value.z of the random components of utility. The further r is in the future, the

larger is K,(r). Tht is, the more distant the potential retirement age, the greater the

uncert. nty about it, yielding a neteroskedastic disturbance term." ([42a], p.11)

,Finally, then, the expected gain in year t from postponing departure from the Air Force

undl year r is

G;,(r),-ig,(r) K+ .P (2.1.5)
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Retirement Probability in a Single Year

If we let R be a random variable representing the year of departure, the

probability that an individual will be gone in year t is given by

P4[R-t] - P4[G,(r):O] V re[t+1,t+2,...,7j

-Prfg,(r) + ,(r)pg 0]

[,,(r)](2.16)

This can also be written

P[R-Jt] - Pr. g(ru ) -, (2.17)L K,(rJ

where r* is the future year that gives the largest value for the gain from remaining in the

Air Force.

Retirement Probability in Multiple Years

If data are available for more than one year, we can follow the retirement

decisions of individuals for each year. A person retires in year '" E [t, t+1,..., TJ if

there is no year before r in which it is worthwhile to retire according to the above

decision rule but it is worthwhile to retire in year r. Thus,
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Pr(RUT] Pr g 5 r,> -pp ... 1 r~) P ~ ~ ~ - (2.18)

If the individual does not retire in the period under consideration, we have

Pr,(~u r* ,> -,,,..., (r. .)> sr* 7) (2.19)
PrtR> =Pr K,(r • > -,...,KTI-(r, r-,) > "'T-' K#r * r) > -

The problem of determining retirement is therefore a multinomial discrete choice problem

2 with dependent error terms P.

In order to estimate the parameters of the model, an additional assumption about

the distribution of the errors is necessary. Following Stock and Wise, assume that the

i-, terms follow a Gaussian Markov process

apv,..1 ÷e, 1, liD N(O,o1
2) (2,20)

where the initial value a,, is IRD normal with mean 0 and variance oq, and is independent

of e, for s - t+

The covariance between time periods and the variance of the error term in a given

period are ([28], p. 301)

cov(v 7, 1V,,).pvar(a,), var(v,).p2u?,- + _ p4 2 (2.21)

Under the assumption that the errors follov -t random walk, these are
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coiwv,,',.,~)-iway,), w (-)u÷(v-:)u 1.•(2.22)

Stock and Wise point out that there are two ways of viewing the reduced

uncertainty of the departure decision as the "planning horizon' shortens. First, there are

fewer random components to cumulate in the term I4(r). Second, the uncertainty of the

value of future random effects is reduced because the Markov assumption yields a

decreasing variance of P, as the planning horizon is shortened. For civilians, this can be

viewed as capturing the priperty that in a given calendAr year the uncertainty about the

retirement decision is greater for younger employees than for older ones. In the military

case, the difference in the random components cumulated for younger and older officers

appears to allow the model to capture differences in the characteristics of the populations

at different stages in their careers.

Retirement Conditional on Being in the Sample

Stock and Wise note that to be strictly correct, the retirement probabilities of

equations 2.17 and 2.18 can be used only if the individual first considers retirement in

year t. If this is not true, the probability to be calculated should be the conditional

probability

-"' .J . (2.23)

Pr[R>t-1]

If to is the year a person first considers retirement, the nunerator of this

expression is given by
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and the denominator is

PrI&•(r •)> v. 8 ,(r ,) •"

PrgIo(r " ) >K,(r,) >

Estimating this conditional probability requires choosing a time to when the

individual first considers separation from the service. For Air Force pilots, this can be

considered the first year after the completion of the initial service obligation incurred

because of pilot training. While this presents little difficulty for those in the early stages

of their careers, evaluation of the conditional probability requires a 22-dimensional

integral for those considering departing the military after 28 years of service. Stock and

Wise refer to their parameter estimates, based on the unconditioned equations, as quasi-

maximum likelihood estimates.

In their dynamic programming discussed below, Gotz and McCall used the

conditional probability expression with retirement data over a six year period, but only

worked with Air Force officers through 13 years of service.

2.3 The Annuailzed Cost of Leaving Model

The most popular of the Department of Defense retention behavior models is

called the Annualized Cost of Leaving (ACOL) model, and was developed by John T.
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Warner in [4,]. The ACOL model was the analytical basis for the Fifth Quadrennial

Review of Militzry Compensation's study of changes in the military pension system. It

is used frequendtly enough by the Air Force Personnel Analysis Center to have been

incorporated in an interactive computer program called the "Compensation Model' for

determining the effects of various changes in compensation policies [383. The

Department of Defense Aviator Retention Study [18] and the Congressional Budget

Office [12] also relied on the model, either directly or indirectly, to predict the effects

of the 1989 pilot bonus program.

As formulated by Warner, the ACOL model attempts to account for cifferences

in individual tastes for the military way of life and assign a dollar value to that taste.

This leads to some inconsistency in the interpretation of the model, as we will see.

We assume that individuals are risk neutral, that military compensation and

pension benefits are valued the same (the k in the option value model is 1), that future

forms of compensation are known with certainty (ic, there is no random component to

utility) and that an individual has a taste r for the military. In year s, the utilities

associated with Air Force work and with a civilian employment are then

Uj,(s)-Y,*r and U4(s)-C,(r)+B,(r). (2.24)

In year t, the expected value of beginning civilian employment in year r is

r-1 T

,()- .,'"i~s )(Y,÷r) ÷:,#'-Ir(C;)(¢,(r)+B,(r)) (2.25)
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and the value of leaving the Air Force for a new job now is

7

V8(t)-FP -"•s5t)(C,(r)+B,(r)) (2.26)

In yeas t, the total "cost of leaving" instead of reiaining until year r, COL1(r),

is the benefit foregone by making the decision to leave in year t, and has the same form

as the function G,(r) in the option value model (equation 2.3) with the taste term added:

COL(r) - V,(r) - V(O

r,-I r-I u-I

]•'-,r(s it) Y, + s O'"T(s t)(C,(r) +B,(r)) + r •"(s t) (2.27)
got a"l

We can put this cost in terms of thi amount foregone each year if an individual

leaves in year t instead of in year r by writing

COL*,(r) - ACOL.(r) + F, (2.28)

where

ACOL.(r) -

•-, ,, ,-,(2.29)
- I-'-(SI +[''. I ÷) B'"(SlO(C.(r)+.(r) e r.

In terms of components used in the option value model framework, this can be

written

COL*,(r) gt()/K1(r) + r
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when p is equal to onc.

To see how this model works in determining the behavior of a group of

individuals, suppose that each member of the group has the same current and future

income potential, and that members differ only in their tastes for the military. An officer

will stay in the service if the total cost of leaving is greater than zero, and leave if the

total cost of leaving is less than or equal to zero. Since all of the individuals in the

group are assumed to have the same income potential, the determining factor in a

decision will be the individual's taste. For each individual, there is some year r that has

the highest total cost of leaving, and this is the year that has the highest ACOL1(r) value.

Again, for all of the individuals in the group under consideration, this value will be the

same and will result from leaving the military in the same year. Designate this

maximum value by

ACOL*- max, ACOL1(r).

For this group of officers, those who are indifferent to staying or leaving are

those for whom ACOL* + r - O, or

r* •-ACOL*.

Those with greater taste for the military will remain; those with less taste will depart.

If we assume that the tastes of the group are distributed logistically, the retention

rate for the group will be
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L - AJ)dr - I' MCC *) (2.30)

where f is the density function and F the cumulative distribution function for the logistic

distribution. This retention pattern is shown graphically in Figure 2.1.

So far, this discussion has assumed that the tastes of individuals persist over time.

In practice, the parameters of the taste distribution are estimated in the usual logit

binomial choice framework, where we assume there is an underlying choice variable

y* -cO + a, ACOL* + c (2.31)

that is not observed, but a person remains in the military if y* > 0 and leaves if

y*< <-0.1 The error term e is to account for any unknown monetary or non-monetary

factors (including taste for the military) that would affect the decision to leave. If the

error term is assumed to have a logistic distribution, the probability of remaining in the

military (the retention rate) is

Pr[y* > 0] Pr[e > -(%o + aiACOL*)]

- [1 (2.32)

Gotz and McCall point out the inconsistency in the inteipretation of the ACOL

model and the estimation procedure used: the taste interpretation implicitly assumes that

"This is similar to a probit specification used by Lumsdaine, Stock and Wise in [33].
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the tastes for the military persist over time, while the logit estimation procedure assumes

that the error terms (which include the taste for military life) are identically and

independently distributed over time.

Problems with the ACOL Model

Argfiden [2] points out some of the inadequacies of the ACOL model. First, it

camnot deal with the effects of censoring because of self-selection. We expect that over

time those who have lower taste for the militry style of life will leave, and so the mean

taste of individuals in a group with the same number of yc7s of service will increase as

time passes, and the standard deviation of the taste distribution will decrease. The

parameter ag in the ACOL estimation is proportional to the mean of the taste distribution,

and the coefficient a, is proportional to the inverse. of the standard deviation. Thus, if

these parameters are estimated for a group with a wide range of years of service, the a,

coefficient will be too large for those with lower years of service (where the standard

deviation in tastes is large) and too small for those with higher tenure (where the

standard deviation in tastes is small).

On the other hand, since the ACOL model does not explicitly model random

shocks experienced by individuals, itm estimate of the variance of tastes "incorporates

some of the variance of the r-Adom shoks' ([2], p. 80) and typically overestimates the

variance of the taste distribution. The net effect of the two biases is that the ac

coefficient is too small, and the effects of changes in compensation will be

underestimated.
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Argiden also expresses concern that because of the choice of the relevant ACOL*

value in the model, it will not predict retention effects for compt ,sation changes that do

not affect the value or the time when ACOL* is reached. He feels that because of this,

the effects of policy changes that, for example, change when an individual is vested in

the military pension but keep the total present value of benefits received the same, will

be overestimated.

2.4 Dynamic Programming Approaches

In 1984, Gotz and McCall [23] developed a dynamic programming model of

retention behavior for Air Force officers. Later, Daula and Moffitt [15] devised a model

slightly different in structure, and less complicated in implementation, for Army enlisted

retention behavior. The dynamic programming model presented here is the Daula-

Moffitt model allowing for a parametrized utility function and the introduction of an

individual-specific random effect.' When estimating retirement in one period, the Gotz-

McCall model reduces to the model of Daula and Moffitt.

The main conceptual difference between the option value model and the dynamic

programming approach is that in the option value model an individual compares the

utility of leaving the military now with the maximum value of expect.d future utilities.

In the dyaamic programming m& :', the decision is based on the expected value of the

4As modified in [23]. References to the Daula/Moffitt model hereafter will be to the
modified version.
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maximum of current versus future options. A brief exrample will help clarify the

difference.

For Air Force officers, retirement is mandatory (with few exceptions) after 30

years of service. After the 29th year of service, the separation decision is thus based on

comparing the utility of leaving with the utility of serving one more year and retiring

after 30 years of service. At this point, the decision rule for the option value model and

the dynamic retention model are the samne: dhe option value model decision maker

compares the expected value of retiring with the expected value of working one more

year and then retiring, and makes the choice with the maximum value. The dynamic

decision maker does the same thing, and we will call the value of this decision W29.

After 28 years of service, the decision rules are different. The option value

decision maker compares the expected values of separating after 28, 29, and 30 years of

service, and makes the decision based on the maximum of these. The dynamic

programming rule has the decision maker comparing the value of leaving after 28 years

of ser.,ice with the value of serving one more year and then making decision W29. Since

in year 28 the actual circumstances of the 29th year are not known, the decision is based

on the expected value of W2, which is the maximum of two random variables. For any

year t < 28, an individual can in theory calculate recursively the value of remaining in

the service and receiving W,., from future "correct" decisions.
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where

dNW" 5,-lr,÷ T(t11 It)EW., (2.37)

2,2'?!iand

Tw"d T -grs t)(C,(I) ÷,(:)), (2.38)

sot

An individual will decide t'a leave the military if

W"+E It~ <W "9+'219 k(2.39)

and so the probability of leaving in year t is

Pr[W. ite +< W" 2 +e,] 2 Pr(El,-e, < W "2-W J (2.40)

If we assume that the ej are independent draws from a normal distribution with zero

mean and variance o2, the variance of (c, - e.) is 2e2 , and we can write equation 2.40

as

Pr[R-t]-Pr ( < (2.41)

where 4 is the cumulative normal distribution function and
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S(W•.1-W*u,)
aF-

To find this probability, we need to get an expression for the recursive part of the

function W,, that is E,,•W,. In Appendix 1, we show that this is

E,1 FI in2Z2(1(a)) W*4 ~)+ (2.42))

where 0 is the standard normal density function.

In equation 2.42, §(r4) represents the probability that the individual leaves the

military and receives utility W%, and (I - t(a.)) represents the probability that the

decision is made to remain and receive utility W ,. The remaining term comes from the

expectation of the disturbances. In sum, we use equation 2.42 to re ursively calculate

the values of W% and W"2, and then use equation 2.41 to calculate the probability of

retirement.'

The Dynamic Retention Model of Gotz and McCall

Gotz and McCall [23] developed a "rich" dynamic programming model, called

!he Dynamic Retention Model (DM) in 1984. The structure of the decision rule is

'When no taste factor is used, this is all that is needed in the estimation. When the taste
factor is allowed, it is also necessary to integrate over the taste distribution. This integration
substantially increases the computation time for the dynamic programming model. On a 486/25
PC, the calculation time for a table of departure rates for 1194 individuals more than doubled,
from about three minutes to over seven.
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essentially the same as that used by Daula and Moffitt, except there is no random

component to utility from leaving the military. As a result, the recursion relationship

becomes

W W* =

+ -P(a) 2,O(a) (2.43)

where a, - (W*2 - W*l•)/a, which is similar to equation 2.42 (without the squaie root

of 2), and the probability of departing the service is again

Pr[ R-1] -g(a,). (2.44)

Gotz and McCall hoped to allow for changes in some Air Fo: ýx personnel policies

in their model. To do this, they did two things. First, they formed a list of 54 mutually

exclusive Air Force "states", location in which is determined by grade (rank), year of

service promoted to that rank, and the component of service. 7 Movement among the

states is assumed to be generated by a first order Markov chain with transition

probabilities PO i- 1,...,53; j-l,....54; (state 54 is the transition to civilian life)

t-4,...,30 - the probability of moving from the rank and component represented by i to

that represented by j in year t. This structure is used whrn calculating expected military

pay, and allows the researcher to incorporate changes in promotion rates if desired.

aAs in the original DaulalMoffitt model, utility is equal to income in the Gotz/McCall
model, and there is no k factor to modify the valuation of pension income.

7That is, whether the officer holds a regular or a reserv commission. Reserve officers on
active duty have different promotion rates and tenure limitations than regular officers.
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Second, they developed a relationship between the taste distribution of officers

with regular comrrdssions and those with reserve commissions. Assuming that there is

a positive correlation between an individual's taste for the military and his or her

performance, and that in observing the increased performance of those with higher taste

the Air Force is more inclined to offer regular commissions, the underlying taste

distribution of thise with regular commissions will be different from the mixture of tastes

of those who do not receive regu!ar commissions. Aix Force policy affects the difference

between the taste distributions of the two groups when it determines the percentage of

reserve officers who will be selected for regular commissions. Gotz and McCall capture

this effect with what they call a "selectivity" parameter.

As noted earlier, unlike Stock and Wise, Gotz and McCall used the more correct

conditional probability equation when they estimated parameters for retention. However,

they limited their attention (partly because of data limitations) to a five-year sample

period, and conditioned on the year when an officer's initial service obligation expired.

Thus, the highest dimension of iniegration required was five, but their analysis included

officers only through a maximum of 13 years of service. Even so, the complication

introduced by estimating the taste factor meant that their estimation was time consuming

and did not allow inexpensive estimates of asymptotic standard errors (which are not

reported in their paper).
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2.5 Summary and Remarks

We have reviewed four models of an individual's decision to leave the military.

All of them share the basic notion that an individual compares the potential benefits of

leaving now with those of remaining until some time in the future. The differences are

in how the comparison is made, and it will be useful to summarize these differences in

order of increas.rg computational complexity of the models to highlight the advantages

and limitations of L_. approaches to determining behavior.

The ACOL model, the simplest, makes the most assumptions: individual.- are risk

neutral, pension benefits and non-pension income are valued the same, future income

streams from military and non-military sources are known with certainty. In practice,

the individual discount rate is never estimated.' As Daula and Moffitt emphasize, this

can be an important limitation, since the effect of compensation changes such as pension

adjustments will be dependent on discount rates. "Without ami cmpirically validated

estimate of this parameter, the model would only be useful as a simulation tool and could

not be viewed as a source of reliable predictions of the ulumate effect of this type of

compensation change.' ([15], p. 3)

With the above assumptions, plus the assumption that p - 1, the term ,(r)/K,(Y)

of equation 2.3 in the Option Value model is the same as the ACOL* value of the ACOL

model. However, the logit estimation of the ACOL model results in the biases

mentioned in the previous discussion, because the procedure effectively determines aue

'The value of r is frequently assumed to be .1 (6l-1/(I+r)-.91). Some of the work done

for the Fifth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation calculated ACOL values using
discount rates that varied with an individual's yexs of service.
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mean and standard deviation of the military "taste" of the aggregate population under

investigation, instead of the taste distributions of each years-of-service cohort, and so

suffers from censoring problems.

The option value model and the dynamic programming model are similar in spirit

(Wise has called the option value model a "poor man's" dynamic programming

procedure), with the theoretical difference being the use of the maximum of the expected

value of future utilities in the option value model and the use of the expected value of

the maximum of future versus current utility options in the dynamic programming case.

The expected value of the maximum of a sequence of random variables is larger than the

maximum of the expected values. If this difference is large, the dynamic programming

approach will assign higher values to the decision tc r•ain in the military .han the

option value model does. If the option value model is closer to the decision process that

an officer actually undertakes, the. dynamic programming model may predict lower

departure rates than are observed because of the higher value placed on remaining in the

military.

The error structures of the option value and dynamic p rogramming approaches

arc similar, but arise from different assumptions. In both cases, future errors are

normally distributed with non-zero covariance. This is the result of the Markov

assumption for the generation of the errors in the option value model, but comes from

a "components of variance structure, with an individual -.pecific effek." ([331, p. 14) in

the dynamic programming model.
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The introduction of the taste component in the dynamic programming model

substantially increases the computation time when estimating the parameters of the

model.

The model of Gotz and McCall has the computational burden of dealing with a

taste factor and the conditional probability formulae for retirement rates, but also has two

differtnt assumptions. Individual discount rates are, as in most applications of the ACOL

model, assumed to be .91, and individuals are assumed to be risk neutral. Though this

eliminates the determination of two parameters important in the option value model, Gotz

and McCall replace them with two others. Instead of assuming that the distribution of

tastes has a zero mean, they estimate a mean - apparently to compa.re to taste values

found in applications of the ACOL model. In addition, they determine the "selectivity"

parameter that relates the taste distributions of reserve officers to that of regular officers.

Argiden has used the Dynamic Retention Model in [2] and [3] to study the

limitations of simpler models, but his work highlights the difficulty of estimating the

parameters of the model. In working with retention behavior for enlisted personnel,

Argilden developed what he called a "calibrated" DRM - determining plausible parameter

estimates that fit retention rates for the years he was studying instead of formally

estimating them. Under the assumption that the DRM was a better representation of

* actual enlistee behavior, he then compared the predicted effects of compensation changes

to those predicted by simpler models such as the ACOL model.
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Conclusion

A policy analyst thus has a iange of options to consider in studying the effects of

changes in compensation: the ACOL model can be used with speed but with known and,

especially in the cast of pension changes, important biases. The Dynamic Retention

Model can be estimated, but with great difficulty, especially if conditional probability

formula& are used in determining retention patterns of officers with more than thirteen

years of service and a taste" factor is introduced. In between these two extremes are

the option value model and the simpler dynamic programming model of Daula and

Moffitt.

The tradeoffs between the accuracy of predicting behavioral patterns and the ease

of calculation has been addressed by Lumsdaine, Stock and Wise [33] in the case of a

civilian firm, and they found that the option value model and the dynamic programming

model produced similar results, with both doing substantlfly better in predicthig the

effects of pension changes than various forms of a probit model (similar to the ACOL

model).

To see if this holds true for a military population, we will in the next chapter

estimate the parameters of the option value, Daula-Moffitt, and ACOL models for the

departure patterns of a group of Air Force pilots in 1988, before the introduction of

Aviator Continuation Pay.
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CHIAPMT THREE

ESTIMATION

This chapter describes the sample, method of estimation, and departure rate

predictions used in comparing the option value, dynamic programming, and ACOL

models.

3.1 Sample Description

The Air Force maintains the Longitudinal Cohort File, a file of information on

Air Force personnel that is updated in October every year and includes data from 1974

to 1991. From this file, the Air Force Military Personnel Center (MPC) produced a

random sample of 5000 male pilots who in 1987 had completed between six and 27 years

of commissioned service. Individuals who had served as enlisted personnel before being

commissioned as officers were excluded from the sample, because departure patterns for

those with prior service are quite different from those of officers without prior service.

The file lists the Air Force Command to which the pilot belongs, and the model

estimates in this chapter are based on the 1803 officers who were in the Strategic Air

Command (SAC) o-r Miiit-a-i . W11,ft Commm-d (MJkC). PRIM-- .n ....w..~a~

had fairly similar departure rates from 1987.- 1989, and the "heavy" aircraft flown in

these commands require skills similar to those needed in civilian airline aircraft.

Officers in the file are recorded as being present or not present in the Air Force

when the file is updated annually. For the purposes of calculating income, the first full



year of civilian pay or pension receipt was considered to be the year after an individual

was recorded as not present. For example, a pilot present in 1987 but absent in 1988

* receives civilian pay for the full year 1989.

In other work with military populations, researchers have used two approaches

to predicting future income. The first involves using military pay tables and making

assumptions about real growth in military income to determine the pay for a given

combination of rank and years of service in future years. For example, Argiden [2]

used 1981 pay tables for all income calculations in his work, assuming that nominal

increases in. military wages would match inflation. Using these predicted pay tables,

future income for an individual is determined by the probability that he or she will be in

a certain rank after serving a given number of years, where the probability of promotion

is based on historical promotion rates. Gotz and McCall used this approach, as we saw

in Chapter Two, and Hogan and Goon [26] considered it.

Hogan and Goon also estimated future compensation with a least squares

regression, using the logarithm of regular military compensation as the dependent

variable and race, gender, years of education, years of commissioned service, weapon

system (eg, type of aircraft flown), and cohort entry year as independent variables.

These predictions were then adjusted for real growth each fiscal year, based on increases

in pay and allowances.
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Hogan and Goon found that the method of predicting future compensation had no

significant effect on the estimates of key parameters in their work with the ACOL model.

Military pay increases in a given rank occur regularly at two-year intervals

between three and twenty-two years of service, and opportunities for promotion occur

at generally predictable times in an individual's career. This regularity, and Hogan and

Goon's observation that there seemed to be no advantage in basing predictions on

forecast promotion rates using pay tables, led me to follow Stock and Wise in estimating

future income with a second order autoregression:

A . os, 2Al÷ asAl +,_2 ÷ assAnY,_ oS Ar,_2 e, . (3.1)

where Yt is the income in year t, St is the years of service in year t, and ;t is an error

term. This equation captures the pattern of military pay increases in two ways. First,

the number of years of service enters as a determinant of pay. Second, since different

promotion histories will be evident in different pay histories, pilots who differ only in

their past promotion rates will have different predictions of future income.

The information in the cohort file included rank, year of commissioning, and

whether or not an individual had dependents. With this, pay tables from 1974 to 1990

vere used to construct known compensation for pilots in the sample. These values were

,onverted tM 1986 dno•arc uin~ng the Cons,.,mer yi•,-- Y ne, for ,,,a-,n c.numeO r^om +he

C1TIBASE data set. The autoregression equation was then estimated using 56,351

observations (including multiple observations for each individual) for the 1974 - 1990
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period. The equation was -tstimated for both Basic Military Compensation and Regular

Military Compensation; coefficient estimates are shown in Appendix 2.

For the option value model, the expected value of future utility also must be

calculated. This is approximated using a second order Taylor series expansion around

the mean of a stream of eanings for an individual as shown in Appendix 2. For the

other models, this calculation was not necessary.

*1 ifriianIncom~

Hogan and Goon used threc sources of data on civilian incomes in their

estimations of the ACOL model. The first was pay data from the Air Line Pilots

Association (ALPA), from which Hogan and Goon estimated a very simple regression

of the logarithm of earnings on civilian airline experience and experience squared. This

is consistent with the general observation that regardless of previous experience, airline

pilots start out at the same level of pay. The equation shows a rapid rise in pay with

experience, which is also consistent with the high airline salaries noted in Chapter One.

The second source was micro data of individual earnings from the Current

Population Survey (CPS) of May 1979. The earnings of 20,000 civilians were estimated

as a function of experience, race, gender, education level, and academic degree. When

estimating pilot incomes, Hogan and Goon assumed that all pilots had degrees in an

engineering discipline.

The third source was a Post-Service Earnings History File, created by the Internal

Revenue Service, the Social Security Administration, and the Defense Manpower Data
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Center. It contains civili earnings from 1979 to 1983 for officers who left the military

between Fiscal Year 1972 and Fiscal Year 1980.

Hogan and Goon felt that the Post-Service Earnings History File had the major

weakness of recording earnings only of officers who had left the service, and who may

have significantly different earnings opportunities than those who remain in the Air

Force. They note that if those who leave do so because of very high civilian offers, the

estimated earnings equation would overstate the potential earnings of the typical officer.

On the other hand, if many of those in the file left after becoming eligible for the

military pension, they might be satisfied with lower paying civilian jobs, and the

estimated earnings equation could understate potential earnings for the typical officer.

When comparing the three sources, Hogan and Goon found that the CPS and

ALPA data produced similar results in ACOL estimations, and both were superior in

statistical measures (more precise coefficient estimates and better likelihood function

values) to estimations using the Post-Service Earings History File. ecaue the

estimates using the CPS data were slightly better than the ALPA estimates and were also

closer to values obtained in previous work, Hogan and Goon used the ACOL pameters

from the CPS estimation as the basis for their analysis.

For this sample, estimates using CPS and ALPA civilia ircome pradictions were

also very similar, but the ALPA income estimates Illowed a better fit of observed

departure behavior.
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Except for the sma number of individk s in the sdnple who had z.ompleted only

six years of s in 1987, all pilots were undoe- th• pension plan that existed for those

commissioned before Siberr.bv 1980. All pen,;ons were calculated using this formula.

Social Security benefits were calculated using the formulae in the 1990 edition of

Social Security Explained [10]. Benefits were based on basic military pay, plus

noicontributory wage credits that are imputed to service members as described in that

voiume. BerefIt calculations require knowledge of a person's entire earnings history, so

the inm.rne n( officers who joined the Air Force before 1974 had to be estimated. This

wag do;,, assuming that indMduals wcr ,romoted at "average* rates after

com••v ioning, achieving the rank of first lieutenant after two years of service, captain

after four, major cf.r cleven, and lieutenant colonel after sixteen. Basic pay was

•,* ,o.,&*i using pay tables based on these ranks for the appropriate calendar year. Since

smch' tu:dy benrits depend only on basic pay, no assumptions were necessary for

Z i- VLA, or lvcg: -e days.

When calcul..ing pnst-Air Force benefits, individuals were assumed to work for

a- cr a'.11-a Aef SUne nf %.J&L wa aL1Vlso asL m~ed 4MllLU4It Use7 elec to rev 5JL64-U

S.•scurmy ben: :. at agr 62.

l0-..ynndf., Civilian pilots are required to retire. at agc et, but anions are lobbying to have
"thct ,imi' i0imriz:tA, and it is likely the effa.t will b .F -uý ý ful.
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Each year, the government specifies a limit to the amount of earings that can be

considered to calculate the social security benefit; in addition, the benefit itself is based

on average earnings in the United S-ates two years before an individual's retirement. In

order to estimate future social security payments, a growth rate for these two values

must be assumed. To be consistent with the work of Stock and Wise, the growth rate

was assumed to be 7.5% per year.

Finally, since social security and pension benefits are based on nominal incomes,

CPI values were needed after 1990 to convert values to 1986 dollars. A!ain following

Stock and Wise, these were calculated with the assumption that inflation was 6% per

year.

320 ptlon Value Model Results

The d~ta set included a code in each year that indicated whether an indiv-..ual had

an Active Duty Service Commitment Date (ADSCD), which means that the person had

incurred some sort of military obligation that precluded leaving the service. The option

value, dynamic programming, and ACOL models were used to predict the departure rates

of those pilots in the sample who did not have such an obligation. The Air Force refers

to this rate as the Voluntary Loss Rate.

A limitation of the data set used here is that the reason for an individual's

departure is not noted, and so some of those recorded as leaving the military may have

done so ii.,ialuntarily. This is not a significant problem before 20 years of service are

completed, because involuntary departure rates before then are below 0.6% for mcst
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cohorts. Where it might introduce difficulties is in cases where officers who have not

been promoted are reaching the maximum tenure allowed for their rank. In this sample,

for example, there are 30 officers in the rank of major who in 1987 had served for 19

years without promotion to lieutenant colonel, which generally means that the Air Force

can force them to retire. In 1988, fourteen o these m•jors remained (one of them

having been promoted), and it is likely that some of those who left did so involuntarily.

However, I elected not to eliminate officers such as these from the sample because the

continued service of the fourteen indicates that at least some of them have a choice in

whether or not to depart. Their presence in the sample will not affect the compawison

of the predictive accuracy of the three models.

Single Year Estimation

Table 3.1 lists quasi-maximum likelihood esdmate. for the :ingle year optiot

value model. The first set of parameters fixes 7 at one; the. swcnd estimate it. " both

cases, the errors are assumed to develop as a random walk, with p fixed at orne.
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TABLE 3.1

OPTION VALUE MODEL2

Parameter Estlnuta; Based on Voluntary Loss Rates In One Year
,.- : ,• 19" A

2o(A105)

1. 1" 3.32 .948 .893 505.90
(.032) (.005) (.012)

2. 1.82 3.2V .896 .754 496.45
(.056) (.o,1) (.006) (.027)

.arazmPcer value fixed
Numbers in parenthkes are asymptotic standard errors
P Is fixed at t
Sample size is 1803 (1194 had no commitment to remain)
"Y h the value of the log likelihood function

,i, I

!=ameter Interpretation

The size of some of the parameters in Table 3.1 deserves comment. The 3y

estimate for the option value model is very high - more than twice the values found by

Stock and Wise in their work with a Fortune 500 firm, and statistically significantly

larger than one. The estimates for k are also larger than those found with option value

models of the civilian firm, though they are only slightly higher than k values

~'Cfl5J~bp JIJ~ A~5 -PV F M.DUALU U-VUIS Ub8ý U3Y114JL11.. FA5JiIUA WIGh&.

2Pamameters in this and the following tables were calculated using a variation of the
Davidon-Fletcher.Poweil quadratic search method in a Gauss software. routine and a "modified

"*• +J',imulated annealing" random search algorithm written by Jim Stock. The latter meth:,4 helps
guarantoe that maxima are global.
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I have found no other work with military populations that attempts ta estimate a

risk aversion parameter, which is what a literal interpretation of If would be. Gotz and

McCall, Daula and Moffitt, Argflden, and Hogan and Goon all assume that military

personnel are risk neuztral and that individuals base their decisions on comparisons of

dollar values of various options. Though economists tend to assume that individuals are

risk averse in decision-making, there is no a priori reason for assuming that this is the

case for a population Lf military pilots. Even so, the estimated value of y is not strongly

inconsistent with a belief that the population is risk neutral. For example, with the y'

estimated in Table 3.1 the certainty equivalent of a 50-50 lottery between prizes of

$10,000 and $20,OUO is $ .5,672 - essentially a risk neutral bet.

Though estimating the value of y improves the fit of tha model enough to reject

the hypothesis that y-1, graphs of the predicted voluntary loss rates from 7 years of

service to 19 years of service do not differ much from the case when -y- 1. The major

changes in predictions occur after 20 years of service, when the pension becomes

available if a pei son leaves the military. With y fixed at one, the model overcstimates

departure rates in these years. When y is estimated, the predictions in these ye'rs

improve somewhat, though departure rates are still generally predicted to be too high.

In fitting the loss rates after 20 years of service, a -y greater tham one appa ftly allows

greater valuation of the decision to remain in the military.

A literal interpretation of tCe k parameter would indicate that pension bIcnefits are

valued three times as highly as earned income, There are two ways of looking, at why

this value is so high.
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First, with both the ALPA and CPS estimates of civilian income after a person

leaves the military, incomes in the first few years of civilian life are substantially lower

than military incomes. For personnel eligible for ittirement, the paedicted ivilian Wary

may be much less than half the regular military compensation. Thew low predicdons

are based on the assumption that mili.-ty experience will co'ant for naught in ivi.ia life

- a reasonable assumption for those who become airline pios, but not necessarfiy a good

one for other types of employment. Despite these low predictions, people do leave the

service, and in order for the model to predict that this is to their advantzge, the k value

must be high. In reality, howevez, many of the individuals who retire with a pension

may be leaving for jobs that pay less than the military buft do rot require the rdliA cut

in Vey that the civilia.n income equations predict. In other words, the high k value might

be a reflection of the higher civilian ,comrne powtntial of military refirzes, rather than an
indication of a higher valuation of pension incom.3

A second explanation for the high k valuc i, drat it is a product o: the simplifying

assumption in the model t an individual's gtility is based only on income. Suppose,

instead, that utility is a simple iunction of income y &ed leisute timne L,

U(L,y) (Ly)1Q

With this utility function, a person would receive 20 unl. a of utility when enjoying

12 hours of leLure and receiving $33.33 in wages from z Joo that pays $2.78 an hour.

3Hogan and Goon hoped that the Post-Service lEarnings History File civilan income equation
would help allow for the influenc of military exprience on civilian earnings. As mentioned
earlier, however, the income predictions using the File did not allow as good a fit of observed
departe behavior.
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This allocation of time and leisure is shown in Figure 3.1 by line AB, which has slope -

2.78 and is tangent to the utility curve at (12,33.33).

Suppose now that the individual cou!" retire from the first job with a pension of

$15 a day. This is indicated by the distance BD in Figure 3.1, which shows that $15

will be earned even with 24 hours of leisure. With this pension, a utility level of 20 can

be maintained by working for a wage of $1.20/hour, enjoying just over 18 hours of

leisure, and receiving about $7.00 in pay. The individual would be indifferent between

remaining at ýhe first job and working at the second while receiving the pension.

If we were observing this individual while assuming that his or her utility were

based on the utility function

where y is income and p is the pension, we -ould compute 33.33 units of utility when

the individual earns $33.33 at the first job and 7+15k when he or she earns $7.00 at the

second. In order to believe that the individual is indifferent in the choice of jobs, we

would assume that k,- 1.65.

Thus, k values different from I may be the result of the fact that individuals value

lcisure time, not that tihey value pension income differently than other income.

The discount facter 0 is ve-1r pricsely estiniaed both when -1 is fixed and when

yiU estimated. The .896 vauz 'vhtn y is estiimtea is close to the value frequently
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assumed in studies of military personnel (8 -. 91).' Once again, it is not clear that this

should be taken as a value that represents the "pure rate of time preferenceu, independent

of the decision to which it applies. As Stock and Wise point out, it is probably best to

thir .A it as a value applied to the retirement decision alone.

Table 3.2 shows the actual and predicted voluntary departure rates for Air Force

pI-i using the second set of parameters in Table 3.1.

'Matthew Blauk, in work done for QRMC V estimated the following equation for officer
personal discount rates for officers (r given in percentage):

r - 11.9 -. 14 (yrs of service) + .001 (yrs off svice)2.
This gives r- 10.97% (,8,.90) for officers with 7 years of service, r-9.5% (0-.913) for those
with 20 years of service. Using this relationship, he cstimated that 90% of the officer
population had 1 in the range 88.9% to 92%.
See Atch 3 to Appendix I of [17).
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TABLE 3.2

OPTION VALUE MODEL
Actual and Predicted Voluntary Loss Rates By Years of Service

Based on Single Year Model for 1988

Years of Annual Loss Rates Cumulative Los Rates
Seryie Qbevan ACuWl Predicted Actual Predicted

7 110 0.555 0.372 0.555 0.372
8 64 0.500 0.359 0.777 0.597
9 45 0.200 0.343 0.822 0.736
10 36 0.250 0.299 0.866 0.815
11 50 0.200 0.242 0.893 0.859
12 25 0.240 0.188 0.919 0.886
13 45 0.067 0.133 0.924 0.901
14 58 0.069 0.076 0.929 0.909
15 64 0.016 0.036 0.930 0.912
16 85 0.012 0.007 0.931 0.912
17 85 0.024 0.000 0.933 0.912
18 96 0.000 0.000 0.933 0.912
19 116 0.034 0.000 0.935 0.912

20 103 0.408 0.473 0.962 0.954

21 59 0.492 0.436 0.981 0.974
22 43 0.302 0.458 0.986 0.986
23 25 0.040 0.230 0.987 0.989
24 20 0.200 0.271 0.990 0.992
25 30 0.167 0.273 0.991 0.994
26 16 0.375 0.419 0.995 0.997
27 7 0.143 0.156 0.995 0.997
28 12 0.250 0.187 0.997 0.998

Figure 3.2 shows the same information graphicallys. The graph includes a 95 %

confidence interval around the actual rates. The departure behavior has some fairly

complicated changes in the period from 7 to 28 years of service, but the option value

5Since all tiuwe models tested in this chapter underpredict departure rates in years 7 and 8,
t cumulative departure rates in the following graphs start at 10 years of M-vice. This is to
better show the differences in the models in the years before vesting in the ptesion.
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Figure 3.2
Actual and Predicted 1988 Voluntary Loss Rates
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TABLE 3.3

OPTION VALUE MODEL
Parameter Estimates Based on Voluntary Departure Rates for Two YOM

Ak .

1.97 3.16 .889 1" .712 .816 788.97
(.202) (.491) (.012) (.111) (.116)

1.92 3.20 .892 1.19 .468 .554 769.69
(.151) (.050) (.010) (.073) (.078) (.088)

"Parameter value fixed

The estimates for y in both of the two year models are slightly higher than in the

one year case, but not statistically significantly different. The k estimates are very close,

and so are the estimates for 0. It is a bit disappointing that the estimate of p is greater

than one, but it is not "strongly" greater than one.7

As Stock and Wise did, we can determine the persistence of error disturbances

by looking at the correlation of the Y's over the two years. This is given by

p p(3.2)

ru- uu Wub-- wALk Cca., Uiii IS .057 , whe p is TIumnat, it is

Table 3.4 compares the predicted voluntary loss rates for tle two cases.

7Sirce option value calculations involve a finite time horizon (only until the time of a

person's death), there is no problem with variances becoming infinite with this value of o.
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TABLE 3.4

OFTION VALUE MODEL
Actual and Predicted Voluntary Lus Rats by Years of Service

Two-Year Estimation

Years of
c A Cumulative ]Mies

7 110 .555 .370 .409 .555 .370 .409
8 64 .500 .358 .388 .777 .595 .638
9 45 .200 .341 .365 .822 .733 .770

10 36 .250 .294 .310 .866 .812 .841
11 50 .200 .233 .237 .893 .855 .879
12 25 .240 .176 .162 .919 .881 .899
13 45 .067 .120 .088 .924 .895 .907
14 58 .069 .064 .029 .929 .902 .910
15 64 .016 .027 .005 .93 .905 .911
16 85 .012 .004 .000 .931 .905 .911
17 85 .024 .000 .000 .933 .905 .911
18 96 .000 .000 .000 .933 .905 .911
19 116 .034 .000 .000 .935 .905 .911
20 103 .408 .482 .473 .962 .951 .953
21 59 .492 .440 .473 .981 .972 .971
22 43 .302 .464 .450 .986 .985 .984
23 25 .040 .207 .080 .987 .988 .985
24 20 .200 .253 .135 .990 .991 .987
25 30 .167 .255 .137 .991 .993 .989
26 16 .375 .421 .362 .995 .997 .993
27 7 .143 .136 .050 .995 .996 .993
28 12 .250 .173 .149 .997 .997 .994

The estimates when p is fixed are esentially the same as in the one year

estimation. When P is estimated, the model does slightly be--r at picking up variations

in loss rates. For example, it does better at following the drop after 21 years of ervice

and the large drop after 22 years of service than either the one year esimation or the

two-year estimation with - 1.
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3,3 Dynamli fprov-agmm1ng Model Results

Table 3.5 shows the parameter estimates for the dynamic programming model.

Lines a) and b) in the table where X is equal to zero represent estimates without a 'taste*

factor in an individual's utility.

TABLE 3.5

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MODEL

Parameter Ealtlnmtu Based on Voluntary Loss Rates in One Year

a) 1 1.59 .852 .413 0* 509.26

(.23S) (.012) (.031)

b) 1.11 1.44 .852 1.39 00 501.10
(.207) (.1s4) (.012) (.351)

C) 1.91 1.49 .855 1.55 .019 500.55
(.384) (.250) (.014) (.666) (.052)

'Parameter value fixed

Once again, the estimate for "y is rather high, but not as precisely estinutod as

with the option value model. The values for k in all three variations of the dynamic

peogramming model ae much lower than with the option value, and not nearly as

precisely estimated. Interestingly, in the work of Lumsdaine, Stock and Wise [33], the

situation was the reverse: k values estimated with the dynamic programming model were

significant!y higher than those estimated with the option value model.

The estimation of P is close to the estimate with the option value model, and is

once again very precise. The introduction of the taste factor almost doubles the
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computation time, but does little to improve the estimation of departures; this result is

consistent with the work of Lumsdaine, Stock and Wise for civilian employees.

TABLE 3.6

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MODEL
Actual and Predicted Voluntary Loss Rates

Years of Annual Loss Rates Cumulative Loss Rates
SPredicted Predicted

7 110 .555 .304 .555 .304
8 64 .500 .302 .777 .514
9 45 .200 .306 .822 .662

10 36 .250 .277 .866 .756
11 50 .200 .226 .893 .811
12 25 .240 .181 .919 .845
13 45 .067 .132 .924 .866
14 58 .069 .090 .929 .878
15 64 .016 .063 .930 .885
16 85 .012 .031 .931 .889
17 85 .024 .016 .933 .891
18 96 .000 .007 .933 .891
19 116 .034 .002 .935 .892
20 103 .408 .341 .962 .929
21 59 .492 .330 .981 .952
22 43 .302 .338 .986 .968
23 25 .040 .265 .987 .977
24 20 .200 .280 .990 .983
25 30 .167 .303 .991 .988
26 16 .375 .364 .995 .993
27 7 .143 .309 .995 .995
28 12 .250 .385 .997 .997

Tlt L ,n predicted v#u%,,:a . lOSSA _w- - - ,th ,h 4t,. iA

programming model, and Fig 3.3 displays the results graphically. Departure predictions

in the first few years with this model are lower than with the option value model, but are

very similar through 19 years of service. The dyvunic programming model does not
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Figure 3.3
Actual and Predicted 1988 Voluntary Loss Rates
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predict as large an increase in departure rates after 20 years of service, and the

predictions do not follow the pattern of changes after 21 years of service as well as the

option value model does. The predictions of this model fall outside he )5 % confidence

interval at 7, 8, 15, 21, znd 23 years of service.

3.4 ACOL Model Results

The parameter estimates for the ACOL model are list,.d in Table 3.7.

TABLE 3.7

ACOL MODEL PARAMETER ES.IMATES

.669 5.01 529.91
(.075) (.007)

Annualized Cost of Leaving values calculated using r=. I
Monetary values are in $100,000

The ACOL model does substantially worse in predictions than the other two

models in terms of the value of the log likelihood function. Table 3.8 lists the actual

and predicted voluntary loss rates, and Figure 3.4 shows what they look like. The

ACOL model overpredicts departures significantly in years 12 through 18, and does not

follow the patterns of departure after 22 years at all, instead almost "averaging out"

those rates.
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TABLE 3.8

ACOL MODEL
Actual and Predicted Voluntary Loss Rates

Years of Annual Loss Rates Cumulative
Serice ObervtinliR Actuahl Predictid Acla Edce

7 110 .555 .341 .555 .341
8 64 .500 .342 .777 .566
9 45 .200 .350 .822 .718

10 36 .250 .132 .866 .812
11 50 .200 .301 .893 .869
12 25 .240 .277 .919 .905
13 45 .067 .239 .924 .928
14 58 .069 .199 .929 .942
15 64 .016 .161 .930 .951
16 85 .012 .104 .931 .956
17 85 .024 .053 .933 .959
18 96 .000 .014 .933 .959
19 116 .034 .000 .935 .959
20 103 .408 .316 .962 .972
21 59 .492 .304 .981 .981
'.2 43 .302 .286 .986 .986
23 25 .040 .253 .987 .990
24 20 .200 .247 .990 .992
25 30 .167 .254 .991 .994
26 16 .375 .260 .995 .996
27 7 .143 .206 .995 .997
28 12 .250 .190 .997 .997

3.5 Departure Rates versus Voluntary Loss Rates

The tables and graphs presented so far have shown voluntary loss rates for the

pilot sample in 198b - that is, the departure rates for pilots who were not under any

service commitment. There are, however, several ways for officers to incur additional

service commitments. Acceptance of promotion to major, is we have seen, requires that

an individual remain in the service for two more years. If an officer attends certain
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Figure 34
Actual and Predicted 1988 Voluntary Loss Rates
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military training (such as schools for professional military education), he or she also

incurs an additional commitment. The Air Force pays for education leading to advanced

degrees for many officers, and this carries with it the obligation to serve two months for

each month in scnool, up to a malimum commitneat of five years.8

Many of these commitments can be reduced or forgiven in certain circumstances,

and commitment obligations in the pilot population change throughout a fiscal year.

Possibly in recognition of the changing obligations of officers, Congress and the Air

Force have historically not taken active duty service obligations into acount when

addressing the pilot retention problem, and have used instead the simple departure rate

(number of pilots who leave out of the pilot population in a given year of service). One

measure of pilot retention that is frequently referred to in Air Force documents is the

Cumulative Continuation Rate (CCR), which is the implied percentage of pilots preseni

after six years of service who will remain through eleven years of service if the departure

rates for each years-of-service cohort in a given year are assumed to remain constant.

This statistic is based on departure rates, not on voluntary loss rates.

In Figure 3.5, actual departure rates and the rates predicted by the option value

and ACOL models are shown. The graphs are based on the predicted voluntary loss

rates multiplied by the ratio of pilots with commitments to those without commitments.

The actual departure rates show a slightly smoother rate decline than the actual voluntary

loss rates illustrated in previous figures, and the jump at twelve years of service is

missing. The ACOL model in this representation continues to overpredict significantly

'Air Force Regulation 36-51 governs the commitments Air Force members incur.
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Figure 3.5
Actual and Predicted 1988 Departures
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from 12 to 18 years of service, but the option value predictions follow the actual

behavior rather well.

The 'imple departure. rate will be vseful in the next chapter when the predicted

effects of tl&e introduction of the 1989 pilot bonus for the three models ar compared.

.1 Table 3.9 provides a summary of the single year estimations for the three models

under itnvestigation. A chi-squzre goodness of fit statistic is hicluded in the table to

provide another measure of the comparative performance of the models. The statistic is

calculated as

X:= • n •(3o3)

J-7 rj

where rj is the actual departure rate for those with j years of service, rPj is the predicted

departure rate for those with j years of service, and 9 is the number of individuals who

have completed j years of service.

In terms of the likelihood function values, the option value and dynamic

programming models are very close, and both are far superior to the ACOL model. The

"dyn,,,,MIC progr-a-,ing rodel does worse than the option value model in terms of the chi-

square measure primarily because of its underestimates of departures for the 7,8 and 21

years of service groups. Once again, both models do much better than the ACOL model.
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The results of this chapter provide ipitial evidence that the option value and

dynamic programming models give more accurate representations of pilot behavior than

the ACOL model. For more confidence in this conclusion, we need to attempt some out-

of-sample predictions, and that is the goal of the next chapter.
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CHAFTER FOUR

PREDICTION

In the last chapter, we used three models of behavior to fit the 1988 voluntary

loss rate and departure patterns of a sample of MAC and SAC pilots. The predictions

of both the option value model and the dynamic programming model fit the actual

patterns fairly well, and both performed much better than the ACOL model.

Since we are interested in the effects future changes in compensation will have

on the decision to leave the military, it is important to see how weUl the models work in

predicting changes for cases other than the one for which the parameters were estimated.

There are two ways to do this. Tne first is to use the estimated parameters of the models

on a different sample of pilots; the second is to see how well the models do in predicting

the known effects of previous changes in compensation on th, same sample. For the

former test, we will analyze the 1988 departure patterns sample of Tactical Air

Command (TAC) pilots; for the latter, we will use the introduction of Aviator

Continuation Pay in 1989.

After investigating these exi v,.ples of out-of-sample predictions, we will compare

the predicted effects of the introduction of the pilot bonus in 1988, to see if models other

UUVI- the ACOL model might have led to a different decision about implementing the

bonus.
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4I Out of Sample Predictions with TAC Pilots

The pilot sample provided by the Air Force Military Personnel Center includes

1078 pilots in the Tactical Air Command. Most pilots in TAC fly fighter-type aircraft,

which require only one person crews, though some fly versions of aircraft that are also

used in MAC and SAC, such as the EC-135 (a military version of the Boeing 707) and

the C-130, which require both a pilot and a co-pilot as well as other crewmembers.

Since the higher paying civilian airline jobs involve flying aircraft that require two

"nilots, it might be thought that military pilots with experience managing a flight crew

have an advantage over fighter pilots when seeking an airline position, but this is not

necessarily the case, and previous experience in flying large aircraft is not a requirement

for any airlines. What counts more is the number of flying hours an individual has,

since most flying sk•iiis are transferable among aircraft. In fact, it is not unusual for

civilian airline pilots to simultaneously have fighter aircraft positions in Air National

Guard or Air Force Reserve units.

Though loss rates by year-of-service cuhorts were not available for the Air Force

TAC population, the Cumulative Continuation Rate for TAC pilots w as cloie to that of

MAC and SAC pilots in 1988 and 1989.1

Since the potential for civilian airline positions for TAC pilots is just as good as

it is for MAC and SAC pilots, and because past cumulative departure rates have been

similar, the TAC sample is a reasonable one for an out-of-sample test.

ITAC pilots had CCRs of .40 in 1988 and .33 in 1989;
SAC pilots had CCRs of .39 in 1988 and .31 in 1989;
MAC pilots had CCRs of .32 in 1988 and .32 in 1989.
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The 1988 parameters for the single year option value model, the dynamic

programming model without the taste parameter, and the ACOL model were used to

predict 1988 voluntary loss rates for the TAC population. Summary svatistics for the

predictions are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

Summary Statistics for Out-or-Sample Predictions
TAC Sample

Option Value 315.14 25.28

Dynamic Progrananing 323.92 38.58

ACOL 345.20 43.94

4 Y. is the value of the log likelihood function
Sample size is 1078 (743 allowed to depart in 1988)

Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 represent the annual and cumulative voluntary loss rates

predicted by the three models. The rise in the actual loss rate after twelve years of

service is inore pronounced for this sample than it was for the sample used in estimating

the parameters, and none of the models pick up the spike, but this is not a surprise since

the decision to leave after 12 yepr.- of service involves consideration of factors beyond

compensation.

The predicted loss rates of the option value mode•l (figure 4. 1) and the dynamic

programming model (Figure 4.2) are very close from 7 years of =ervice th,-o;gh 19 years
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Figure 4.1
TAC Voluntary Loss Rates
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Figure 4.2
TAC Voluntary Loss Rates
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of service, though the dynamic programming model underpredicts noticeably at 7 yeaws

of service. The option value model seems to do a slightly better job of picking up the

pattern of changes after 20 years of service, though this is an admittedly subjective

assessment, but both pick up the general increases after 25 years of service. The option

value predictions are outside the 95% confidence interval at only three places (13, 25 and

28 years of service), and the dynamic ., ogramming model misses at five.

The ACOL model (Figure 4.3) overpredicts loss rates suistantially from 12 years

of service to 17 years of service (as it did in the estimated sample), and exhibits very

little change in departure patterns after 22 years of service.

To make the comparisons a little easier, the top panel of Figure 4.4 graphs the

option value and dynamic programming predictions together, and the bottom panel

combines the option value and ACOL predictions.

When departure rates are considercd instead of voluntary loss rates, the

superiority of the option value and dynamic programming models is also clear. Fig'ire

4.5 compares the predicted departure rates of the option value model to those of the

dynamic programming model. Figure 4.6 compares the option value and ACOL

models. 2  The ACOL model overprediction from 12 through 17 years of service

remains, and the predicted cumulative departure rate is well above the actual cumulative

rate from 12 through 20 years of service.

2•Rell that the departure ratLs are found by mqultiplying the voluntary loss rate by the

proportion of pilots in a given year who were not under an obligation to remain in the service.
This gives the proportion of pilots ii, a cohort who leave.
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Figure 4.3
TAC Voluntary Loss Rates
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Fioure 4.4

TAC Voluntary Loss Rate Comparisons
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Figure 4.5

TAC Dparture Rate Comparison
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Figure 4.6

TAC Departure Rite Comparison
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Consi- ering the fact that the graphs for the TAC sample are based on parametLrs

that were not estimated for i.at sample, the fit of the option value and dynamic

programming models in statistical measures and the appearance of the departure rate

Sgraphs is fairly impressive, and is evidence that these models capture the true behavior

of the sample hetter than the ACOL model does.3

4.2 "Out-of-Sample" Predictions With Aviator Continuation Pay

Aviator Continuation Pay (ACP) was implemented in January, 1989, with five

criteria for eligibility [8]:

1. The pilot must be of rank Lt Colonel or below
2. The pilot must fly fixed wing aircraft (as opposed to helicopters)
3. The pilot must be entitled to Aviation Career Incentive Pay4

4. The pilot must have completed at least 6 years, but less than 13 years of total
active federal service

5. The initial Active Duty Service Commitment (ADSCD) incurred for pilot
training must be oimpleted.

Annual amounts of the bonus, which are received through the fourteenth year of

service, are shown in Table 4.2.

3When ACOL parameters are estimated for the TAC sample, there is hardly any
improvement over the log likelihoed value obtained using tlhe MAC and SAC parameters. It
increases from -345.20 to -344.55.

4This prevents the bonus from being available to pilots who have not completed the "gate"
credit described in Chapter One.
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Table 4.2

Aviator Continuation Pay

Years Completed Annual Payment

6 $12,000
7 12,000
8 11,000
9 11,000
10 9,500
11 8,000
12 6,500

Source: FY91 ACP Fact Sheet

The beginning of the ACP program was announced to eligible pilots in letters

sent to them at the end of December 1988. Although various monetary remedies for the

loss of pilots had been discussed before that time, and there were officers who had

participated in surveys about the effects of some type of bonus, there was little indication

before the letter was sent that anything like ACP would be approved by Congress. It is

therefore extremely unlikely that pilots contemplating leaving the Air Force before

October of 1988 delayed their departure in anticipation of receiving large bonuses if they

remained.'

J The letters announcing the bonus also informed eligible pilots that the decision to

accept ACP had to be made by the end of March of 1989. There was no guarantee that

the bonus would be available after that date, and even if it was, its value might be lower.

""Recall that the Longitudinal Cohort File is updated in October.
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Thus, the departure patterns recorded for October 1989 should reflect the initial effects,

if any, that ACP had.

It is important to note that the existence of active duty service obligations other

than the one incurred from pilot training does not make a person ineligible for the bonus.

Thus, for example, a pilot at nine years of service who has just completed two years of

study for a Master's Degree under Air Force sponsorship and therefore has four years

of commitment (through thirteen years of service) anyway, could still accept the pilot

bonus and gain the benefits of five years of the additional pay at the cost of only one

extra year of commitment.

Because of these other commitments, numbers related to the implementation of

ACP can sometimes be confusing. For example, when the bonus was introduced in

1989, only 2,501 pilots in the 6 to 12 year cohorts did not have active duty service

obligations. However, 5,512 were eligible for Aviator Continuation Pay, and 3,650

accepted it.

The goal of ACP was to encourage the "marIinal" pilot, with no commitment,

to stay in the service because of increased pay. The decision such an individual faces

is essentially between leaving the Air Force now or remaining until 14 years of service

are completed. Those who already have a commitment, on the other hand, must decide

to accept the bonus and add more years to their commitment or reject the bonus in order

to retain the nopion to leave before completing A4 yveArs. Some .,dind.us wi.h

commitments really have no decision to make at all (at least if they are rational): if a
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previous commitment requires them to complete 14 years of service, they can accept the

bonus for 'free".

Since estimation of the models used in this chapter is based on observations of the

decision to leave the military under the assumption that the decision is made because

civilian life will provide more utility, it is not possible to predict the reactions of those

who are eligible to accept the bonus but who arc not eligible to leave for a civilian job.

For the military personnel planner, this can be seen as a limitation of these models, since

it may be as important to know how many pilots can be induced to stay in the Air Force

for a given amount of time regardless of their current commitment as it is to know how

many with the option to leave now can be convinced to stay instead.

The outcome of the introduction of ACP was not what was expected. The top

panel of Figure 4.7 shows the actual 1988 and 1989 departure rates for all Air Force

pilots in those two years [9]; the bottom panel shows the departure rates for pilots in the

sample of MAC and SAC pilots. In the whole population, most of the cohorts

specifically targeted by the bonus - those who had completed between 7 and 12 years of

service - experienced slight increases in departure rates from 1988 to 1989. Except for

a noticeable drop after eleven years of service, the same is true of the MAC and SAC

pilois. 6 In general, Air Force planners feel that the introduction of the bonus "forced"

6Despite this, the Air Force does not consider the program a total failure. Those who did
acmept the bonus are still committed to remain in the military until they complete 14 years of
service. Knowing that there will be a pool of committed pilots available for the next several
years does help the Air Force plan future force changes.
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Figure 4.7
Departure ates In 88 and 89
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individuals considering leaving the military to make their decision. Those who were

leaning toward leaving did so, rather than accept the bonus with the associated service

commitment or delay the decision for another year and serve without accepting the bonus

in order to retain the option to leave at a later date. Those who accepted the bonus were

"probably going to remain anyway, and there were very few pilots who refused the bonus

but remained in the service.7

Since all of the models of departure behavior we are considering are based on the

assumption that an increase in compensation will provide motivation to remain in the

military, it is too much to ask that any of them pick up the increases in departure rates

that were actually observed for some cohorts in the sample in 1989. Nonetheless, the

predicted departure rates for 1989 can help us evaluate the performance of the models

by showing the relative magnitude of the predicted improvements in retention.

In the computer program that calculated the effects of the pilot bonus, the bonus

amounts were introduced in such a way as to take into account the fact that in order to

receive them, an individual had to agree to remain in the service through the fourteenth

year. For example, if a pilot who had completed 8 years of service compared the utility

of that decision with the utility of leaving after 10 years of service, the bonus amounts

were not included in the utility of either decision, since in order to retain tht option of

leaving after 10 years, the individual would have to refuse the bonus. For the same

"7These remarks are based on conversations with Maj Bowman of AFMPC/DPMATM.
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-,ottom panel of Figure 4.9 the results with the ACOL model. Because actual loss rates

increased in 1989, the predictions without the bonus fit the data slightly better than the

predictions with the bonus.

As indicated by the log likelihood and chi-square values, the general fit of the

option value and dynamic programming models is very similar, and both perform better

than the ACOL model. 9 As with the 1988 sample, the ACOL model significantly

overpredicts loss rates between 12 and 17 years of service. Figure 4.10 compares the

option value and ACOL model fits in terms of departure rates instead of voluntary loss

rates. Both models miss the very high departure rates after 7 and 8 years of service, but

the option value model does much better after that point.

To conclude this parade of graphs for the out-of-sample test, Figure 4.11 shows

the actual and predicted changes in departure rates from 1988 to 1989.10 The top panel

shows the changes from 7 through 28 years of service; the bottom panel covers 7 through

14 years of service to emphasize the changes for pilots affected by Aviator Continuation

Pay. In this graph, the lines represent 1989 departure rates minus 1988 departure rates,

so that an increase in departure rates shows up as a positive point. For example, actual

9When the ACOL model is estimated for 1989 with the bonus, the parameters are not
significantly different from those estimated for 1988 without the bonus. The value of the
likelihood function hardly changes, increasing to -468.1..

"MThe 1989 departure rates are calculated from the predicted 1989 voluntary loss rates and
the 1988 proportion of pilots eligible to leave the military. This is done because it is not clcar
how the ratio would change in 1989 with the introduction of the bonus. This calculation may
overestimate the 1989 departure rate for the following reason: those who accept the bonus will
be listed as ineligible to depart in 1989, so the proportion of pilots eligible to leave may decrease
in that year. This decrease would lower the calculated departure rate.
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Figure 4.8
Predicted 89 Loss Rates with 88 Parameters
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Figure 4.9Predicted 89 Loss Rates with 38 Parameters
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Figure 4.10
Predicted 89 Departures with 88 Parameters
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Figure 4.11
Changes In Departures: 1988 to 1989
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departure rates for those completing 9 years of service increased over 0. 1 from 1988 to

1989, and this is indicated by a positive 0. 1 at 9 years of service.

The figure clearly shows the disappointing actual effects of the pilot bonus for

those in this sample completing 7 through 10 years of service, where departure rates

increased. All three models predict decreases in departure rates for those from 7 to 13

years of service, but the decreases for the option value and dynamic programming models

are smaller than those predicted by the ACOL model.

4.3 Predicted Effects or ACP In 1298

A policy maker in 1988 considering the 1989 implementation of Aviator

Continuation Pay would be interested in the potential number of pilots prevented from

leaving the Air Force if the bonus were available. If the replacement costs saved because

of improved retention outweigh the costs of the bonus program, the bonus is worth

introducing. Since estimates of replacement costs for an experienced pilot range from

$2 million for a young (7 years of service) to $14.5 million for a more senior pilot, small

changes in retention may reap large savings. 11

'The top panel of Figure 4.12 compares the predicted changes in departure rates

if the bonus program were offered to pilots in 1988. The lines represent departure rates

with the bonus minus departure rates without the bonus, so, ýgative values indicate a

"11These replacement costs are from the DoD Aviator Retention Study, and are based ort the
so-called Full Replacement Cost (FRC) model. The FRC model takes into account the fact that
to produce a replacement pilot, moi t than one person will have to be recruited and trained
because of attrition rates in pilot training.
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decrease in loss rates (an improvement in retention) as in Figure 4.11. From 7 to 10

years of completed service, both the option value model and the dynamic programming

model predict less optimistic improvements in retention than the ACOL model, and the

option value model continues to predict less improvement for the next two years as well.

From 10 to 12 years, the dynamic programming model shows a larger decrease in

departure rates because of the introduction of ACP. Both the option value and ACOL

models show a gradual decline in the effect of the bonus as its value decreases, but the

dynamic programming model indicates that after 9 year's of service the bonus becomes

more attractive for some reason.

The bottom panel of Figure 4.12 shows the potential numbers of pilots retained

because of the implementation of ACP if the depzrture rate changes in the sample of

MAC and SAC pilots are representative of the changes that would occur in the entire Air

Force population. The figures in this graph ar based on the total number of pilots in

the Air Force in 1988.12

The option value model saves 88 pilots among those with between 7 and 13

years of service, the dynamic programming model saves 89 pilots, and the ACOL model

saves 126.

It is important to remember at this point that a policy analyst using the ACOL

12 MThs is from Bowman's data [9]. This information indicates only whether or not an officer
is rated; it therefore includes some helicopter pilots, who were not eligible for the bonus. As
a result, the potential increases are slightly overestimated. Since helicopter pilots in the 7-14
years of service cohorts represent less than 4 % of the total pilot population, Figure 4.12 still
gives a reasonable estimate of the differences in predicaed changes of the tluee models.
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Figure 4.12
Departure Rate Changes with ACP
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model to estimate the potential number pilots retained because of the bonus would

consider the numbers a lower limit, because the ACOL model is biased in such a way

as to underpredict the effects of changes in compensation.

In this chapter, we have examined the out-of-sample predictive performance of

three models of departure behavior. When model parameters estimated for MAC and

SAC pilots are used to predict the departure behavior of TAC pilots, the predictions cf

the option value model and the dynamic programming model are quite good, and both

are much better than the prediL ns of the ACOL model.

When the 1989 introduction of Aviator Continuation Pay is used as a natural

experiment to test the ability of the models to predict changes in behavior because of

increases in compensation, the results are somewhat ambiguous because the pilot bonus

did not produce the anticipated improvements in retention. Air Force wide, departure

rates for pilots actually increased for the population targeted for the bonus. In the

sample of MAC and SAC pilots, some departure rates decreased, but most increased.

All three models of behavior, as expected, predicted decreases in departure rates for the

cohorts eligible for the bonus. The option value and dynamic programming models can

be cc isidered "better" than the ACOL model in the sense that they predicted a much

smaller change in departure behavior than the ACOL model did, and the statistical

measures of fit for them were also better.
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The potential increases in the pilot cohort populations predicted by the different

models when ACP is introduced for the 1988 sample may not appear significant.

However, one of the goals of changes in pilot compensation is to eiminate a predicted

shortage of pilots in Fiscal Year 1994, and comparatively small differences in annual

departure rates can have a significant cumulative effect. In addition, some ,neasures of

replacement costs for Air Force pilots, such as the Full Replacement Cost model used

in the DoD Aviator Retention Study estimate that to replace a pilot who leaves after 7

years of service, the Air Force must invest over $2 million. Thus, the 15 pilot

difference between the option value model and the ACOL model predictions for the 7

years of service cohort could very well influence a decision to implement ACP based on

cost-benefit analysis.

The original legislation for ACP authorized it only for pilots who accepted it in

1989, and as the expiration date for the legislation approached, other special

compensation packages were proposed to help reduce pilot shortages.13 Several of

these were studied by the Congressional Budget Office using analysis based on

parameters from ACOL models. In the next chapter, we will look at some of these

proposals, and compare their predicted effectiveness based on the option value model to

the predictions of the CBO.

1The Aviation Career Improvement Act, sponsored by Sen John Glenn, was eventually
passed in November 1989. It authorized continued ACP payments (with the new option of
receiving half of the oresent value of the bonus as a lump sum payment) and introduced
increases in monthly i, Aation Career Incentive Pay.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ALTERNATIVE PILOT COMPENSATION PLANS

In Chapter Four, we saw that the option value model provides a better fit for

departure patterns than the ACOL model in two out-of-sample tests, one with a sample

of Tactical Air Command pilots and orn predicting changes that resulted from the 1989

introduction of Aviator Continuation Pay. The predicted retention effects of the bonus

with the option valui- model suggest that pilots may not be as sensitive to substantial

increases in pay as was hoped when ACP was approved. This fact is important in the

evaluation of other proposed monetary incentives for improving pilot retention, and this

chapter will compare option value predictions of the effects of some alternative

compensation plans proposed at the end of 1989 to the predictions of the Congressional

Budget Office. The information on history and proposed alternatives discussed below

is from the 1989 CBO report, Alterative Compensation Plans for Improving Retention

of Air Force Pilots.

5.1 Background

The authorization for payment of Aviator Continuation Pay expired at the end of

1989. According to the Congressional Budget Office, it was enacted as a temporary

measure to allow the Department of Defense time to review the problem of pilot

shortages and come up with a long-term proposal to solve it. ACP was meant to be an

interim solution to the problem of pilot retention, not a per .ianent one ([121, p, ix).



Monetary incentives are not the only means available to reduce the anticipated

1994 pilot shortage. A reduction in the need for pilots is also possible. The CBO notes

that there are three types of pilot positions:

a) "specific" positions, which require a pilot with skills for a particular aircraft

b) "generalist" positions, which require a pilot, but do not involve flying duties
(such as pilots in research and development staff positions)

c) "rated supplement" positions, which do not require a pilot, but allow pilots
to broaden their management skills and may benefit from the influence of a pilot's
perspective (such as some Congressional liaison positions).

Table 5.1 shows the anticipated changes in inventory and requirements by type

of pilot position.

TABLE 5.1

Pilot Shortages by Type of Position

Pi2iot

Projected Inventory 22,295 .19,202

Projected Requirements 22,678 22,122

Flying 19,681 19,129
Non-flying

Generalist 1,110 1,121
Rated Supplement 1,887 1,872

Projected Shortage 383 2,920

The Air Force could reduce its projected shortage in 1994 by more than half

simply by eliminating rated supplement positions. Air Force personnel managers

periodically review the number of rated supplement positions and have in the past

reduced the number of pilots serving in them, but the Air Force does not want to
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eliminate them entirely because, in addition to the potential career benefits for pilots, the

rated supplement positions provide a pool of pilots to return to flying positions in the

event of conflict.

We have seen in the departure rate graphs of previous chapters that departure rates

vary by years of service. Expected pilot shortages in 1994 also vary for different year-of

service cohorts and, as shown in Table 5.2, they differ by type of aircraft.

TABLE 5.2

Air Force Estimates of Pilot Shortages
by Type of Aircraft

Jae of Aircraft ,9l9

Fighter 1 691
Bomber 121 345
Tanker 176 782
Strategic Airlift 449 932
Tactical Airlift -3a 355
Helicopter -307 -199
Trainer -54 14

a. Minus sign denotes an excess of pilots

NOTE: Estimated shortages of fighter pilots reflect the Air Force's decision to limit the number
of fighter pilots in the rated supplement positions and not assign fighter pilots to generalist
positions

As noted in the table, the shortages for fighter aircraft take into account the fact

that the Air Force has decided to limit the nuimber of fighter pilots who are assigned to

non-flying positions. If this were not the case, and the non-flying jobs were distributed
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among all of the pilot categories, the fighter shortage would increase (snme needed to

fly would be placed instead in generalist or pilot supplement positions) and the shortages

for other aircraft would decrease. Adjustments to the policy of assigning pilots to non-

flying positions not only affect the size of projected shortages, but can also affect future

departure rates. For example, if rated supplement positions are viewed as unattractive

ones, pilots of non-fighter aircraft.could come to resent the fact that fighter pilots are not

required to fill them, and lowered morale among non-fighter groups could lead to higher

departure rates in them.

Alternative Legislation

Because pilot shortages vary by type of aircraft as well as by years of service, and

because the option exists to reduce pilot shortages by eliminating some non-flying

positions for pilots, alternatives to ACP can address the pilot shortage by a variety of

methods, ranging from directing pay increases only to those populations that will have

large shortages to requiring the Air Force. to reduce rated supplement requirements by

allowing non-pilots to fill positions designated as rated supplement jobs. The CBO

analyzed five possible forms of legislation that addressed the problem in different ways.

geting of BInus by T o raf

One proposed bonus plan would direct pilot bonuses to the types of aircraft for

which shortages will be the greatest by 1994. The size of the bonus would range from

$6,000 per year to $12,000 per year as it does under the 1989 ACP plan, but the size
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would not depend on the number of years the pilot has served. Instead, it would vary

depending on the type of aircraft flown, with higher bonuses going to pilots of aircf

experiencing the largest shortages. For example, following the shortages in Table 5.2,

strategic airlift pilots would receive the largest bonuses of $12,000 per year, and trainer

pilots would receive the lowest bonuses of $6,000 per year.

The Air Force has objected on equity grounds to this type of bonus payments

targeting, claiming that morale of some pilot communities would suffer because of pay

differences. However, as the CBO notes, there is precedent for such a bonus plan.

Navy implementation of AOCP, for example, excluded pilots of non-fighter aircraft, and

Air Force ACP is not paid to helicopter pilots.1

Doubling of ACIP and no Bonus

When ACIP was last increased in 1981, it amounted to a 21 % "bonus' above the

basic pay of a pilot with six years of service. From 1981 to 1988, basic pay and some

allowances were adjusted for inflation, but ACIP was not. By 1988, the value of ACIP

had decreased in real purchasing power by approximately 30%, and for a six year pilot

was an amount approximately 17% of basic pay.

Doubling the amount of ACIP was another option to increase compensation for

.... . ...... F-^-. W se.aanplc,.,, f p U wulU WWVZZe Uhie au-IUunt

1The DoD Aviator Retention Study notes survey responses from pilots in non-targeted
aircraft positions which say (essentially) 'You may not have a shortage in this field now, but you
will have one soon" because of the perceived unfairntss of the pay differential.
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received from $4800 per year to $9600. This increase would apply to all pilots, ind in

the Air Force view be more equitable, but it might be less efficient - pilots in aircraft

categories that are projected to have large shortages in 1994 will receive the same

incentive pay as those in aircraft with less severe shortages.

Senate Commit'tee Plan

Senators John Glenn and John McCain proposed, and the Senate Commiftee on

Armed Services approved, a plan that includes continuation c" the original Aviator

Continuation Pay as well as selective increases in the rates of Aviation Career Incentive

Pay depending on the pilot's year group as shown in Table 5.3.

TABLE 5.3

Glenn-McCain Increases in ACIP
.. Years o[ Service _Pre-1990 ACIP I$M|€) ACTP-($S

6-18 4,800 7,800

18-20 4,440 7,020

20-22 4,080 5,940

22 - 24 3,720 4,620

24-25 3,360 4,620

The criteria to continue receipt of ACIP under this plan also would change, by

increasing the amount of cockpit experience required at the fifteen and eighteen year

£30
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points in a pilot's career. ACIP amounts also would be increased in the futureh according

to a formula based on basic military pay increases.2

In addition to the pay incentives, the original Glenn-McCain bill proposed

reducing by 5% the number of non-flyinig positions that would be filled by pilotr.

Modified Senate Committee PIan

This plan is the same as the Glenn-McCain plan except that in addition to varying

the bonus by year, it also varies the bonus by aircraft. Table 5.4 shows the range of

bonus amounts.

TABLE 5.4

Range of Bonus Payments in Modified Senate Plan

Yews of Service Strategic Airlift Trainer

8 12,000 6,000

9 11,000 5,500

10 11,000 5,500

11 9,500 4,500

12 8,000 4,000

13 6,000 3,000

2A version of the Glenn-McCain proposal was passed in 19FP).
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Pilots of Strategic Airlift aircraft, the group expecting the largest shortage in

1994, receive the largest ACP payment, and trainer pilots receive the lowest, as with the

first targeting by aircraft plan mentioned above.

House Committee Plan

This plan is the same as the Senate Committee plan, except that ACIP payments

are not indexed to increases in basic military pay, and so the effects of the increase will

be eroded by inflation.

5.2 CBO Analysis of Alternative Plans

Congressional Budget Office analysis of the five plans was based on the elasticity

of continuation rates with respect to military pay. This approach is used frequently in

Department of Defense analyses, and it starts with the ACOL model in the following

way.

If we let D represent the probability of departing the Air Force (or the departure

rate) and C the probability that an Lndividual will continue service (the continuation rate),

the ACOL model gives us

D = 41ACOL (5.1)l +e -',AC°L and0 1 e"'1ACOL"
CCe i+e

The elasticity of the departure rate with respect to military pay is given by
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dD M dD d(A COL) M (5.2)I = d(ACOL) dM AcoL

,W-al(1-D)dACOL)M. (5.3)

dM

where M is military pay.

Similarly, the elasticity of the continuation rate with respect to military pay is

a(l -d(A COL)M (5.4)
dM

In using the ACOL model, the annualized cost of leaving is calculated for all of
the potential departure years an individual has, and the maximum value is used as the

independent variable in the logit relationship. This cost of leaving is the result of the

decision to leave in a crrtain year. If we suppose that the military increases

compensation in such a way that the year in which the maximum ACOL occurs does not

change, then the derivative of the continuation rate with respect to ACOL has meaning

only in that year. For c 'er years - the ones not used .n tht logit equation - the

derivative is zero, as is the derivatve of ACOL with respect to military pay,

(dACOL)/dM. The 7nly value that matters is the maximum ACOL, and since it is

calculated =1 innuai anmount fe regone if a -nid i1 iiM chang ll
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approximately the same as the change in military pay.3 Thus, the elasticities can be

written

e,0'--a1(1-D)M , c',,a1(1-C . (5.5)

For a given cohort, the elasticity is calculated using the departure or continuation

rate of the cohort and the mean income of a member of the cohort. The second

relationship in (5.5) is what the CBO used, but only indirectly. Because Air Force pilot

elasticities by years of rervice were not available, the CBO study used a set of elasticities

from Navy data on the continuation behavior of jet, propeller, and helicopter pilots, the

numbers being .313, .294, and .147 respectively.4

To begin with, the CBO constructed a base case predicted 1994 inventory based

on projected 1989 continuation rates and inventories. Then, for each years-of-service

cohort, the percentage increase in pay under a given compensation plan was calculated.

3If the pay increase is the same in all years, as is the case with ACP, (dACOL/dM) = 1. If
pay increases are made in a different way (for example, a certain percentage increase each year),
then equation 5.5 is only an approximation. Hogan and Goon write

CC,M = ECACOL EACOLM =- al(l-C)(ACOL)eACOL,M
and apparently calculate the elasticity of ACOL with respect to military pay based on ACOL
values after a 10% increase in militar•r iny, using L"- vnle tn calculate ec,m.

'Use of these values ignores the fact that elasticities vary by the retention rate of different
cohorts. Reported elasticities vary wildly. Hogan and Goon estimate an elasticity of 1.91 for
pilots with 7 years of service who are Air Force Academy graduates, the DOPMS (Defense
Officer Personnel Management System) uses an elasticity of 2.6 for the same group. To quote
Hogan, "The comparison is indicative of the sensitivity of the pay elasticity to the specification
of the earnings function, and the difficulty in sorting out the channels of influence of personal
characteristics on retention." ([26], p.83)
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Using the pay elasticity for the given pilot community, the percentage change in

continuation rate for the cohort (%AC) was obtained, and the new continuation rate, NC,

given by

-C -I C

where t is the year and j is the years of service cohort.5

The new continuation rates were applied to the 1989 inventory of pilots in order

to create the new 1994 inventory under the alternate compensation plan.

In the compensation plans proposed, the CBO assumed that acceptance of an

increase in pay carried with it an additional service obligation, as the 1989 Aviator

Continuation Pay did. If a pilot completing 7 years of service accepts ACP, for

example, his or her continuation rate will be 100% for each year through 14 years of

service. In the inventory adjustments with the improved continuation rates, it is

important not to "double count" increases in the pilot population.

This is easily avoided. In year t-l for the j-I years of service cohort, calculate

the number of pilots who would remain under current compensation, INVBt..1Ij. and the

number who would remain with the alternative pay plan, INVAt.-.1j-. The difference is

the number who take the new bonus, TAKEi 1 j-. In year t and cohort j, the number of

pilots under a commitment at the beginning of the year is TAKEt.1J.I. For the remaining

piiots without a commitment, calculate the number who would remain under the old

5Note that this year-by-year adjustment of continuation rates does not take into account the

fact that an individual deciding to accept increased co, mpensation also forfeits the option to leave
for several years. In effect it reduces the decision to remain to a consideration of compensaion
in one year, instead of considering changes in a stream of future income.
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-Isystem and the number who would remain under the new system. The total inventory

* Iat the end of year t is the number who would remain under the new system plus the

number who are already under a commitment, and we also now have more pilots who

are committed to remain in the service. Write this as

INVAO -ONV•.tj.1 - TAKE.4.1 .1) x NCt-tj1 + TAKEt.1 .t-I

where

TAKEt.Ij-1 - INVAL.IJ.1 - DNVII.j.-.

To get the 1994 total inventory under the new compensation plan, CBO added

over all years of service, and the result was compared to the base case inventory to

determine the improvement in retention.

5.3 Comparing Predictions of ACOL and Option Value Models

The CBO report broke the pilot population into different aircraft types. Since the

data used in this study allowed distinctions only by Air Force command, we will consider

only those proposed compensation changes thai affect all pilots equally - the proposal to

double ACIP and the Senate plan. Since the House proposal is not significantly different

from the Senate plan. it wil! al-n not be consine.re.A

To get a feel for the differences in the predicted effects of the compensation

changes analyzed in the CBO report if the option value model and ACOL model from

Chapter Three are used, assume that the predicted changes for MAC and SAC pilots are
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representative of the improvements experienced by the pilot population as a whole. If

we assume that the departure rates predicted by the option value model for 1988 hold

through 1994 and use the pilot inventory from 1988 reported by MPC', the shcrtage of

pilots in the 8 to 19 year groups is 3000 - not significantly different from the DoD

forecast of 2900, so this approach seems reasonable.7

With this assumption, the predicted 1994 inventories under the double ACIP and

Senate plans were calculated in the same way as the CBO inventories. The results

these calculations are in Table 5.5. In addition to the two CBO plans, the table includes

the 1994 inventory if the 1989 ACP was continued in the same form, and also the effects

of a $21,000 annial bonus for pilots in the 8 to 13 year cohorts.

The Table shows the pilots that would be added under the different compensation

plans in the 8 to 13 year groups, which are reported explicitly in the CBO report, and

the 8 to 19 year groups, in which the 1994 shortage is expected. The numbers for 1990

and 1994 represent the number of "fence-sitters" who accept the bonus in those years,

and the totals for 1990 -1994 are those who would have left without the new

6There are slight differences (up to a few hundred) in the number of pilots in the inventory

as reported by the DoD Aviator Retention Study, the CPO report, and the data from MPC. This
is probably the result of data gathering at different times of the year.

,,u, we, ACOL vaues, the predicted shortage in 1994 is just over 3570, because of the
overprediction of departure rates above 13 years of service. This difference seems close enough
to use the predicted changes with the ACOL model as a general indicator of the effects of
changes in compensation.

$'he CBO report also assumed that pilot pr. duction would remain at the 1988 levels of 1625
per ye.ir. This was incorporated in the option value inventories by assuming that the number
of pilots in the 7th year of service (the end of the commitment for pilot training) was 1625 for
each year.
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compensation, but remain because of it. The numbers do not show the total number of

pilots who would be receiving the new compensation, because many who would have

remained without it will be receiving it also (at no "cost*). For the CBO analyses, the

added pilots from 8 to 19 years are the difference between the 2920 shortage noted in

Table 5.1 and the shortage indicated by the new inventory reported in Appendix B of the

CBO report.9

The results for Aviator Continuation Pay show the long term effects of the

differences in ACOL and option value predictions that we observed in Chapter Four.

According to the DoD Aviator Retention Study, the introduction of ACP was supposed

to reduce the 1994 shortage by 50%; ACOL predictions reduce the shortage by 19%, and

option value predictions show a reduction of only 14%.

The extremely large differences among the three models for added pilots under

the double ACIP and Senate plans were entirely unexpected. It is possible that with the

added information of changes by type of aircraft flown the number of pilots added under

the option value and ACOL models would increase, but it is more likely that the primary

reason for the differences is the CBO's application of one elasticity of the continuation

rate to all cohorts, and the use of an elasticity calculated for an entirely different Navy

population.

9CBO predicted 1994 inventory for the double ACIP plan is 21,067; for the Senate plan it

is 21,545.
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TABLE 5.5

Projected Improvements In Retention for 1990-1994

Added Pilots Added Pilots
8-13 Year Groups 8-19 Year Groups

Plan MD" .2 2 201229A21

ACP ACOL 126 115 492 126 115 562
OV 91 81 357 91 81 412

Double ACIP CBO 133 108 - - - 1865
ACOL 95 90 331 129 111 529
OV 60 57 212 71 65 316

Senate Plan CBO 360 308 - 2343
ACOL 183 173 696 206 187 891
OV 128 110 495 137 122 613

$21,000/Year ACOL 250 246 940 250 246 1116
OV 186 179 719 186 174 850

The DoD Aviator Retention Study notes aat 4 $21,000 per ye" bonus might be

necessary fA-r some cohorts in order to compietely eimineze. the 1994 pilot shoraigte, and

that wn increase of ACP to this levci would be considered depending on the results of the

1989 program. The report does not say which cohorts sahould reccive, this amount, so

the inventory change in Table 5.5 is based on the assuwpti.rn t6a all pilots eligible for

the 1989 ACP bonus would receive. $21,000 per year until completing their fourteenth

year of service. Even with this very lakge bonus (which represents a 56% increase in

pay for a pilot with seven years of service), the ACOL model predicts a decrease in the
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shortage of 38%, and the option value model is far less optimistic with a prediction of

only a 29 % decrease.

Over the five-year period, the ACOL model predicts that 31 % more pilots will

be retained with the $21,000 annual bonus than the option value model does.

Conclusion

Many assumptions were made in the construction of Table 5.5, and it would be

unwise to claim that any of the numbers are precise, but the magnitude of the differences

in the predicted effects of various changes in compensation depending on the model used

seems great enough to conclude that the effect of financial incentives on the retention of

pilots has been largely overestimated. 1. is, of course, easy to say this in light of the

actual effects of the implementation of Aviator Continuation Pay, but a senator in 1989

contemplating the Glenn-McCain proposal - which might cost $586 million dollars over

five years - would certainly think differently about the legislation if she expected to add

less than a thousand pilots to the inventory, as indicated by the option value predictions,

instead of over 2000 as the Congressional Budget Office predicted. This is especially

true because much of the tost of such incentive programs comes from paying bonuses

to pilots who are already inclined to stay, and so the average cost per pilot 'saved' is

extremely high.i'n

'°Suppose, for example, that an incentive proposal was to give all pilots in the 7 year cohort
(approximately 1300 pilots in 1988) a $12,000 bonus to stay, and that this increases the retention
rate from 80% - 1040 pilots (about what it was) to 81% - 1053 pilots. The bonus costs ,ver
$12.6 million - almost a million dollars per extra pilot saved.
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When considering financial incentives for pilots, the DoD Aviator Retention Study

recognized that they were not the answer to the pilot shortage, and listed other options

for improving retention, but also noted that immediate implementation of ACP would

stem the loss initially. If option value predictions of the relatively small effect of

increases in compensation had been available, the Department of Defense may have been

inclined to press for legislation in other areas before pressing for increases in

compensation.
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CHAPTER SIX

PENSION SIMULATIONS

In the past three chapters, we have studied the performance of different

models in predicting the departure behavior of Air Force pilots. The general

conclusion so far is that the option value model does as well as the dynamic

programming model (and perhaps a bit better), and far better than the simple form

of the Annualized Cost of Leaving model. In Chapter Five, we saw that the

differences in the option value and ACOL model, and analyses based on elasticities

determined from ACOL models, lead to quite different predictions of the changes in

behavior that would result from the introduction of a variety of pilot compensation

plans.

The military pension system is a much more expensive component of military

compensation than special incentive payments for pilots, and changes in its structure

may save the government significant amounts of money, but if the effect of such

changes is the departure of large numbers of personnel who no longer find it

worthwhile to remain in the service until retirement, any savings will be canceled by

increased costs in recruitment to replace those who leave. As pointed out in Chapter

One, failure to consider the retention and personnel effects of changes in the

retirement system was a major criticism the Fifth QRMC had of studies that had

preceded it.

This chapter illustrates the usefulness of the option value model in predicting

the effects of changes in retirement compensation on departure rates for Air Force



pilots. Five changes, all similar to the types of recommendations made in the past

by commissions that studied the military pension system, are analyzed using the

option value model alone.1 Finally, the option value predicted effects of the pension

change implemented in 1986 are compared to the predicted effects using the ACOL

model, and we will see that the differences have significant implications for military

personnel planning.

6.1 Pension Change Simulations

The "base case" pension plan for comparison is the plan in effect for

personnel who entered the service before September, 1980.

Plan 1: Pension determined at a flat 50% rate

This plan provides a pension of 50% of the individual's final basic pay

regardless of the number of years of service at retirement. There are no other

changes. This policy has the effect of penalizing people who remain longer than 20

years of service compared to the base case, because there is no increase in the

pension calculation rate. However, the pension does increase with years of service

because of increases in salary.

Figure 6.1 shows thife efts of the fiat rate. The top panel of the figure

compares departure rates under the base case plan to those under the new plan. The

bottom panel uses these changes to calculate the changes in the pilot population at

'This analysis parallels that of Argaiden for enlisted personnel in [2].
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Figure 6.1
Loss Rate Changes Under Plan I
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various yt•ar. of senrice, with positive values indicating that more people remain in

the service and negative values indicating more people leave.

As wo would expect, the departure rate increases for those who have

completed 20 years of service, sin'ce the motivation to remain longer has decreased.

Departure rates for those with higher tenure increase for the same reason.

Interestingly, this pension change has no effect on officers before the 20 year career

point. This seems to indicate that tha influence of the pension system for younger

officers is confined to the value of the large jump at vesting, and since this has not

changed, departure rates for younger officers don't either .2

The increased loss of just over 300 pilots after 20 years of service would have

a significant effect on Air Force personnel policies, since it represents the dcparture

of an extremely large number of those in upper level management positions.

Plan 2: Delayof Benefit Receipt

One of the criticisms of the current retirement system is that service members

are able to retire at very young ages (as young as 37 in the case of enlisted

personnel) and can sometimes end up receiving retirement benefits for longer periods

than they were in the service. An answer to this criticism, and a way to reduce the

present value of benefits paid to young retirees, is to delay the receipt of benefits

until 30 years after entry into the service. An individual who retires after 20 years

2The ACOL model shows a very slight increase in departure rates from 7 to 12 years

of service with the flat rate pension.
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* of service will still have earned a pension of 50% of basic pay, but will not start to

receive it until the 30th anniversary of commissioning, though the annual amount will

retain its real value because it will be adjusted for inflation from the twentieth to the

thirtieth yeams. For people who retire after 30 years of service, this policy changes

nothing.

This policy makes pension benefits less attractive for those in the early years

of service because the delay in receipt of the pension reduces its present value. For

those who are vested after 20 years of service, there is some added motivation to

remain in the service to increase the percentage of basic pay that is used for the

, pension calculation.

The effects of this plan are shown in Figure 6.2. Departure rates increase

from 7 to 19 years of service, with the increases quite large from 14 to 18 years.

It is a little surprising that there is an increase in departures for those within two

years of vesting. Apparently, the new ten year delay between vesting and receipt of

pension payments makes it worthwhile to start in a civilian airline job as soon as

possible - the rate of increase of airline salaries makes the extra year of civilian

employment worth more than the annual pension benefit.

For those who have completed 20 years or more of service, the departure

rates decline significantly. After vesting, there are three incentives to remain: the

increase in the percentage of pay that is used for the pen3ion calculation, the increase

in base pay used in the caiculation, and the increase in the present value of the
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Figure 6.2
Loss Rate Changes Under Plan 2
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stream of pension benefits because the time until receipt of benefits after 30 years

of service is reduced.

The bottom panel of Figure 6.2 shows that a large number of pilots will

decide to leave the Air Force before they are eligible for pension benefits. Once

again, the loss of experienced pilots, this time in the 14 to 19 years of service

cohorts, would present problems for filling senior leadership positions. However,

the number of pilots who remain after 20 years of service increases substantially.

The long term implications of these caanges are that fewer people will make it to the

20 year point in a career, but once they are vested in the pension, they will tend to

remain in the service longer.

plaxa: Change of Vesting Year

The current retirement plan fully vests the individual after 20 years of service.

One change considered is to delay vesting until 23 years of service, but keep the

calculation of the pension amount the sqme as the method used in the base case plan.

People who leave before 23 years of service receive no pension; those who leave

from 23 years to 30 years receive the same pension benefits as with the base case.

This change could cause people to leave the service at earlier dates because

of the delay in receipt of pension benefitS, but will eancourge more peo'p" to%"

in the service from 20 to 23 years of service in order to receive a pension.

Figure 6.3 confirms this intuition. The jump in departure rates moves from
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Figure 6.3
Loss Rate Changes Under Plan 3
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20 years of service to the new vesting year at 23. The delay in vesting results in

more departures for younger officers, but since the pension is unchanged for those

who remain after 23 years of service, there is no change in depriture behavior for

those cohorts.

The bottom panel of Figure 6.3 indicates that fewer pilots will leave because

of the delay of benefits than would leave under Plan 2, and more would remain from

20 to 22 years of service.

Plan : Penalty for Retirement Before 30 Years of Service

This plan assesses a 1 % penalty for each year before 30 years of service that

a person retires. Thus, someone who leaves after 20 years of service and would

receive a pension of 50% of basic pay under the current system would receive only

40% under the new system; someone who retires after 25 years will receive 57.5%

of basic: pay instead of 62.5 %. The effect of this plan is that the pension rate is 40%

plus 3.5 % times the years of service over 20. The maximum pension possible is still

75 % of basic pay after 30 years of service.

This plan reduces the value of retiring after 20 years of service, and provides

incentive to remain past that time because the pension rate increases faster than under

the base case plan. It also decreases the value of the pension for those individuais

at early stages in their careers before vesting.

In Figure 6.4, we see that once again this plan will result in larger departure
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Figure 6.4
Loss Rate Changes Under Plan 4
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rates for those in the early stages of their careers because of the loss in pension

value. Departures after 20 years of service decline, but not as dramatically as under

plans 2 and 3, because an individual can still leave the service and begin receiving

benefits immediately. Pilot losses before vesting are lower than under the previous

plans, and so are the gains after vesting.

Plan 5: Penalty with Rate Restored 30 Years After Commissioning

Under this plan, the pension calculation is the same in Plan 4, but 30 years

after commissioning the pension is restored to what it would have been under the

base case plan. Thus, an individual who leaves after 20 years of service will

immediately begin receiving a pension of 40% of basic pay, but ten years later the

pension amount will be increased to 50% of the basic pay earned at retirement, with

cost of living adjustments for inflation.

Once again, this plan lowers the incentive to remain in the military until

vesting in the pension, but provides incentive to remain after 20 years of service in

order to receive a higher pension calculation rate both immediately after retirement

and 30 years .Jfter commissioning.

Figure 6.5 shows that the increased value of the pen.-on under this plan

compared to Plan 4 has only a small effect on officers before vesting. Departure

rates are slightly lower tlhan with Pian 4 because of the restoration of lost pension

value thirty years after commissioning. This difference is not large, since for

individuals at, say, twelve years of service the difference in the two plans will not
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Figure 6.5
Loss Rate Changes Under Plan 5
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be evident for almost two decades. What is slightly surprising is the change in

departure rates after vesting. Whereas with Plan 4 there was incentive to remain

beyond 20 years of service in order to receive a higher pension calculation rate, this

incentive decreases under Plan 5 because the penalty incurred for retiring before 30

years of service will be eliminated in a few short years anyway. A person retiring

after 20 years of service under plan 4 will receive 40% of base pay as a pension until

death; the same person under Plan 5 will receive 40% of base pay for ten years, and

then the pension will increase to 50% of the base pay at retirement with adjustments

for inflation. The increase will make the penalty for retiring after 20 years less than

under Plan 4, and so more people will be willing to depart. The difference is not

that large, but is noticeable.

Plan6: The 1986 Pension Changfe

As outlined in Table 1. 1, this plan has three components. First, pension rate

calculations incorporate the 1 % penalty for retiring before 30 years of service, as in

plans four and five, and base the calculation on the average of the highest three years

of basic pay3 . Second, it decreases the amount of protection from inflation by

making annual pension adjustments at a rate 1% below the consumer price index.

Third, when the retiree reaches the age of 62, there is a one-time adjustment so that

3Recall from Table 1. 1 that individuals who entered the service between September 8,
1980 and July 31, 1986 have their pensions calculated based on the "high three" average.
The observed effects of this change have been, and the predicted effects of it with the
ACOL and option value models are, negligible. Because of this, calculations of pensions
under plan 6 were done using the final pay of the individuals in the sample.
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the annual pension payment has the same real value as if the individual had retired

under the base case plan. After age 62, annual pension adjustments are made at 1 %

below the CPI again.

Unlike plans four and five, this plan effectively penalizes even those who

remain in the service for a full 30-year career, because of the loss of inflation

protection. The loss of cost of living protection further lowers the pension value

perceived by younger officers who are not yet vested. Motivation to remain after

vesting at 20 years of service continues as in plans four and five because of the

annual increases in the percentage rate for the pension calculation, but the motivation

is lower than in those plans because of the decrease in the cost of living adjustment.

The effect of the double penalties (decreases in calculation rates and decreases

in inflation protection) of this plan is fairly dramatic. Large increases in departure

rates are observed even for pilots with 7 through 9 years of service, as shown in

Figure 6.6. The incentive to remain after 20 years of service remains, as in plans

4 and 5, but the number of pilots who decide to remain is slightly smaller than with

Plan 5 and a little over half of those who decide to -main with Plan 4.

The restoration of the pension to base case levels after the retiree reaches age

62 does not make up for the loss of pension value that results from decreased

inflation protection. As a comparison with Figure 6.4 shows, a permanent reduction

of the pension calculation rate but with full inflation protection is valued more.
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Figure 6 1
Loss Rate Changes Jnder Plan 6
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6.2 Another Perspective

The above simulations were done with the predicted changes in voluntary loss

rates applied to only those pilots in 1987 who were listed in the Bowman data as

being eligible to leave the service. If we assume that the effects of the pension

changes introduced under Plan 6 apply to the entire pilot population, the increased

losses of younger pilots because of the new pension are much larger. More

importantly, there are significant differences in the changes predicted with the option

value model and the ACOL model.

Figure 6.7a compares the changes in the pilot population because of the 1986

pension predicted by the two models. What is most noticeable is the large loss of

pilots from 7 to 13 years of service predicted by the option valb¢ model when the

ACOL model shows only a minuscule change. The losses in these cohorts amount

to 490 with the option value model, but only 80 with the ACOL model. The

difference in predictions until 16 years of service (where the two models intersect)

is alarming from the point of view of a policy analyst who uses the ACOL model to

recommend the pension change: 714 pilots are lost with the option value model;

only 229 with the ACOL model.

It is interesting to compare this result with work done by Argilden in [3],

where he investigated the effects of the 1986 pension plan on the Air Force enlisted

population. Argfiden used the Dynamic Retention Model of Gotz and McCall for his

study, but not an estimated version. Instead, he produced a "calibrated" version, as
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desribed in t2 1, for which th-. parameters are merely plausible - selected so ttat

historical retention Wates of enlisted personnel are predicted very well. 4

Figure 6.7b shows Arg•iden's comparison of the ACOL and Dynamic

Retention Model predictions of dtc effects of Plan 6 on the enlisted population. As

the option value model ind.-ated with the pilot population, the DRM shows that the

pension change will hLvC far greater influence on personnel earlier in their careers

than expected with ACOL predictions.5

I Cl•apter Two, I quoted Wise's remark that the option value model is a

"poor man's" dynamic programming modcl, and that it is possible to look at it as an

1approximnation to a (perhaps) more "accurate" view of decision making embodied in

the dynamic programming framework. Though the population studied in this paper

and the one considered by Argaden are different, the similar patten.1 cf the effect of

Plan 6 provides further evidence that the option value model is able to pick up

complicated behavioral changes that a more complicated dynamic programming

program model captures.

4 ••e fact that he chose to do this instead of estimating the model is once again an
indicator of the computational difficulty introduced by an individual "taste" variable in the
model.

"The toLal enlisted population is about 20 tinm: that of the total pilot population
(approximately 450,000 versus about 22,000). If Figure 6.11b were sctand to take this into

Sccuvn, the similhuity with Figure 6.7a would be eveea clearer.
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Figure 6.7a Potential Effect of Pension Change
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Concluslon

In this chapter, we have seen the usefulness of the option value model in

predicting changes in departure behavior that result from modifications to the

military pension system. In general, option value simulations show that changes that

decrease the value of the pension when compared to the pre-1980 retirement system

have a significant effect on the departure decision of pilots very early in their

careers. The increased losses of pilots in the younger cohorts because of the 1986

pension change are especially important because they are so much larger than the

losses predicted using the ACOL model.

Arg~den notes that the 1986 pension change was intended to save $2.9 billion

in the 1986 accrual funding of the military retirement budget, and concludes that

because of his predictions of larger losses in enlisted personnel than expected with

ACOL models, the anticipated savings could be offset by the need to make up for the

losses - by recruiting and training more enlistees, by increasing current benefits to

make up for the loss in retirement benefits, or by increasing benefits selectively to

prevent people from leaving.

The option value predictions for pilots indicate that the same offset will occur

for them, and this is especially troubling since the increased losses involve the very

pilots targeted for special incentive pay because of anticipated shortages in fiscal year
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CONCLUSION

This dissertation has been concerned with two problems. The first is the

public policy problem of balancing the personnel needs of the military services with

the costs of maintaining them. For populations such as Air Force pilots for whom

specialized military skills may be transferable to lucrative civilian jobs, this means

determining whether or not the government can afford to provide incentives to

prevent the loss of those skills - or if any monetary incentives ace a worthwhile

means of preventing the loss. For the military population as a whole, it means

carefully assessing the costs and benefits, both in terms of personnel changes and in

terms of budgetary changes, of adjustments to more general forms of compensation

such as the pension.

For both cases, the importance of' being able to predict the effects of changes

in compensation is clear, and this leads to the second problem: balancing the goal

of predictive accuracy of a model of departure behavior with the burden of

computational complexity. It is useful to find a model that is both "good" enough

to help with making policy decisions and measy" enough to provide that help in a

reasonable amount of time.

The Modeling Pi, QlrM

In Chapter Three, we saw that the option value model did much bett-; 1.n

fitting the departure behavior of Air Force pilots than the simple version of the
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ACOL model to which it was compared, and slightly better than a modified versicn

of the dynamic programming model of Daula and Moffitt [15J. The added

complexity of introducing a "taste* component in the dynamic programming model

dlid not improve the fit appreciably, and doubled the computation time.

* I One of the original goals of this paper was to use the introduction of Aviator

Continuation Pay in 1989 as an out of sample test to compare the predictive accuracy

of the three models. This turned out not to be very useful because the effects of the

bonus plan were minimal - there was not the unifrrm decrease in departure rates

across the targeted cohorts that was hoped for. However, the option value model and

dynamic programming models both performed much better than the ACOL model in

an out-of-sample test or a different population of pilots.

We can therefore conclude that the option value model provides a better

indicator of departure behavior than the ACOL model, and still captures complicated

behavior that we would expect a rigorous dynamic programming model to capture.

An additional conclusion of the modeling tests in this paper is that the option

value model is applicable in a different context than the one for which it was

originally used. Stock and Wise [42a] were interested in the retirement behavior of

individuals, many of whom were leaving the work force entirely but for whom no

post-retirement information was available. Air Force pilots leaving the military -

even the oldest ones - are almost certainly leaving for other employment, and the

assumption that the salary of the new job grows in the same way as civilian pilot

income allows a good fit of observed departure behavior.
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Theaon Problem

The option value and dynamic programming models predict that fewer pilots

will change their behavior because of the introduction of pilot bonuses than the

ACOL model does. The importance of the difference is clear when long term effects

of suggested bonus programs are compared with the effects predicted by the

Congressional Budget Office using elasticities derived from ACOL models. Since

mt.zh of the cost of proposed improvements in incentives comes from paying people

who v ould have remained in the service without the increases in compensation, this

means that the option value model predicts that the cost pe: pilot of improving

retention with ACP is extremely high, and policy decisions based on this information

might be different from those made using results from the ACOL model.

The fact that the military cannot compete with some civilian organizations in

the amount of compensation available is not news, and monetary incentives for pilots

were never thought to be the only method of improving retention. Nonetheless,

Aviator Continuation Pay and the Glenn-McCain bill were expected to induce

substantial decreases in pilot deparwres. The option value model shows that the pilot

population is less sensitive to increases in military compensation than indicated by

the ACOL model when the potential income stream from a civilian job is very large -

even if there is an initial period of income loss as a civilian.

This could mean that, though pay changes can be easier to implement than

oiher institutional changes, pilot retention would be more influenced by attention to

other factors identified as "career irritants", such as separations from family, long
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hours, and duties unrelated to flying. Once again, the importance of these otliur

factors is well recognized, but the potential gains from ACP indicated by ACOL

analysis may have influenced the decision to address compensation issues before the

others.

The 1986 change to the military pension was made to save $2.9 billion from

* the accrual account for retirement, and the potential personnel losses because of the

decrease in an individual's pension value were deemed to be acceptable based on

ACOL analysis. The option value model shows that the effects of the pension change

on the pilot population may be greater than originally expected, and in particular that

pilot losses for younger cohorts - the very piloLs targeted by bonuses to improve

retention - will be much larger than predicted by the ACOL model.

The consistency of the result that the pension change will affect prsonnel

earlier in their careers with a similar result obtained using the dynamic rctention

model of Gotz and McCall lends more credence to the predictive capability of the

option value model, and at the same time raises issues that Argiden discassed in his

work. If the previously unexpected effect of the pension change actually occurs, the

military will find itself in the uncomfortable position of developing ways to prevent

the departure of younger pilots that could cancel the savings from the changes in the

'1 retirement system.

The work in this paper has dealt with the pilot population only, and the

differences in ACOL and option value predictions are significant. If the differences
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"A in predictions for the whole officer population are similar to these, and departure

rates for all younger officers increase as a result of the pension changes, the military

will be faced with significant personnel challenges in the coming years.

This conclusion is tentative, because the simulations of the effects of pension

changes assume that individuals in the military are suddenly faced with the prospect

of a new pension plan of reduced value, and the question is whether to remain in the

service with the new pension or to leave. Both of the pension changes in the past

ten years have contained "grandfathering" provisions, so that persons already in the

military would not be affected. People who have entered since August, 1986 know

that they are covered by a pension plan that is less valuable than the one that existed

before, and if retirement provisions enter into whatever calculations are made before

enlistment or commissioning, the 1986 pension plan is the one that will be the basis

fob" the decision to begin a military career. We will not know if later calculations

done at the end of the initial service commitment will result in higher departure rates

until people under the new retirement plan have their first opportunity to leave.

Summary

As mentioned in the introduction, understanding the retention cff~ts cof

changes in compensation is only the fiv.,t step in determining the ovcrall

consequences of pay and benefit adjustments. Reciuiman•:, iainingw :d assignnment

policy will also be affect. itnd the cosis imLi ¢a-tc d with thtse ares must be

considered before the total c. sts of compensation clianpes can be calculated. '•ic
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first step, though, is a very important one, and the option value model has proved

to be a useful tool to ensure that it is in the right direction.

I1
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The problem of pilot retention and the disappointing effect of the introduction

of Aviator Continuation Pay despite optimistic predictions of the increase in retention

it would cause were the original motivation for using the option value model in

studying the departure behavior of Air Force pilots. It is therefore a little ironic

that as this work was being concluded, the March 18, 1991 issue of the Air Force

Times contained an article that discussed the anticipated suM•uu of pilots in fiscal

year 1994.

Cuts in the 1992 defense budget will cause the Air Force to lose a number of

pilot positions, and because of this, General McPeak, the Chief of Staff of the Air

Force, estimates that there will be about 2,500 too may pilots by 1994.1 Among

the remedies for the suiplus are decreases in pilot production, the removal of more

senior officers from flying positions, and initially putting new pilots in non-flying

positions.

Pilots are not the only officer population that may be anticipating surpluses.

Reducing the size of the United States contingent in Europe will mean fewer

"command" positions for non-rated officers, and unless more officers leave the

service voluntarily, the military may have to force some to leave because there are

no jobs for them.

1J admit that this figure sounds suspicious, since it is so close to the pilot shortage

figure that has been used since 1987.
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This new situation points out the hazard of writing a dissertation on a problem

that can be eliminated through a bureaucratic change, but it also may provide another

opportunity for the option value model to prove useful. Civilian corporations have

for years used early retirement options to encourage some employees to leave a firm,

and it is not inconceivable that the military could consider adjustment to current

severance pay levels in order to induce larger zeparation rates for over-populated

segments of the services. The option value model, with its improved performance

over the ACOL model, could help predict the effectiveness of suggested adjustments.
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APPENDIX 1

Unerivation of Dynamic PEog aning Becurjion Forula

In the text, we have that the probability of leaving the Air Force in year t is given by
4(a,) and the probability of remaining is (I - O(aj). The expected value of the best
decision is

EtWt ,, (Pr of staying) x (value of staying) + (PI of leaving) x (value of leaving)

W ~ all W* t-W*iti

-0 -O(a,))E., III F2 aF2>

f I,), W*2+ ,1 l-Z• < W. 2,-w- It] (A1. 1)

- (1- *(at)) W'lt + f(a.) W*a,+ (Al.2)

( ) < +•-W, * @(a)E, III

Now, as showij in Maddala ([34], p. 365), the mean of the truncated distribution is

- ! X2

Iell -821 > xW-. e-'dx (A1.3)

F2 orW. -W

- • .6(a,) (Al.4)

where 0 is the standard normal density function. Similarly,

__ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ 1.I li.,.



el-2, W* 28-W. It F2-or(I•
E aeL.-.!< 1 -F2 ---(a1 )

Substituting equations AI.4 and AI.5 into equation Al.2 and dividing both sides
by a gives us

W.,~ W* 2  ~

as claimed.
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APPENDIX 2

Income Predictions for the Pilot Sample

1. Regression coefficients

Sep•• dent Variable: &InY1

ln(Sj2 -.241 .006 -37.7
(ln(S,)9 .050 .001 40.5
Aln(Yt.,) 1.209 .015 83.0
Aln(Yr.2) -. 153 .012 -12.4
1n(Sdln(,Yt-1) -.568 .006 -92.7
ln(S,)ln(AY1 .2) .099 .006 17.3
D77 .286 .008 34.5
D78 .304 .008 36.6
D79 .270 .008 32.4
D80 .272 .008 32.7
D81 .333 .008 40.1
D82 .412 .008 48.8
D83 .359 .009 41.7
D84 .325 .009 38.0
D85 .331 .008 39.0
D86 .336 .008 39.8
D87 .312 .008 37.0
D88 .296 .008 35.1
D89 .314 .008 37.3
D90 .298 .008 35.4

SEE: .03794

Coefficients were estimated using 56,351 observations, including multiple
observations for individuals. Th7e hconae preictions were don:e using an average of
the dummy va-rables for y_.rs 197? Ohu,,•, IM (D", - D90).

The table shows coefficients for the regession using Basic Pay. A similar
equation was estimated using Total Pay.
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2. Calculation of Expected Utility

For the option value calculations, we need an estimate for the expected utility
for an individual. To do this, start with a truncated Taylor series expansion of Yr'
about E(Y):

7 (EM)' +y(EY)7' 1 (Y-(EY)) + Y(_-_ j)(EY)- 2(y-(EY)) 2  (A2.1)

Thus, taking expectations of both sides,

E(Y') M -'y+yEl'(EI)-' 217E'-1 (EY)'Y

rmI 1 rYEY12I(A2.3)

Since the regression equation for earnings has InY as the dependent variable,
InY1 is distributed normally with mean u and variance o•. Thus, as shown in [39],
page 300,

Y", - N e e " 2, # +o2 (e =) .2

This means that
r. .,' 2 . 2 .2•.. •i-

E[ [.-acX V ke 1 -1) aeOl (A2.4)

Again using a Taylor series expansion,
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e _1 * O2. (A2.5)

Using the standard error of the estimate (SEE) from the regression for
milW.ay income wi an approximation for a, and by A2.5 using it for the expression
Sz equation A2.4, we can write equation A2.3 as

E(Y') [i!4yey-I)SEE2] ", ,(A2.6)

To be consistent with equation 2.22 in the text, we assume that

S) t-,Y)02 (A2.7)

and the computer program implementing tat option value model uses the expression
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